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6

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

The Planning and Land Use Committee please

8

come to order.

Let the record show Council members

9

Carroll, Johnson, Mateo, Molina, Kane, Pontanilla,

10

Tavares and Nishiki present.

11

member Riki Hokama.

Excused is Committee

We'll turn to Item No.6, which is improving

12
13

the process for updating the general plan and

14

community plans.

15

that are in attendance, that this meeting is being

16

televised live by Akaku.

17

cell phones, I'd ask you at this time to turn them

18

off.

19

would be appreciated if you'd step outside the

20

Council Chambers.

21

I

also want to let you know, those

If you've got any phones,

If you're going to have any conversation, it

Before you, Committee members, are the

22

Ramseyered version of the plan that many of you had

23

requested.

24

Carroll and Mateo, if you look in your folder, for

25

two proposed amendments that we will be discussing

Also today were requests made by Members
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1

also.

2

to be made to the existing bill.

3

you also is Ramseyered where there are additions

4

made by the Planning Commission.

5

And I think Charmaine also has an amendment
The bill before

Before the meeting starts, there were one

6

request made by the Planning Department to give us a

7

brief overview of the bill.

8

because the Chair felt it was important, she has

9

been kind of the pioneer of this bill, I'm asking

And then, finally,

10

Charmaine Tavares, because she has gone out to the

11

different communities and have had meetings, to give

12

a brief overview also or statements as to the

13

importance of the bill.

14
15
16

So, without further ado, Mr. Foley, Planning
Director.
MR. FOLEY:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate the

17

opportunity to start off this meeting.

Daren Suzuki

18

of my staff will present a brief

19

presentation.

20

several PowerPoint presentations that we made to the

21

Planning Commissions before they voted unanimously

22

to recommend the bill that is before you today.

23

just wanted to make that clarification that the bill

24

before you today has all the corrections in it.

25

has all of the recommendations in it that were

~owerPoint

This is an abbreviated version of the
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1

recommended by the three Planning Commissions

2

unanimously.
So Daren.

3
4
5

MR. SUZUKI:

Testing.

Is this on?

Thank you, Mike.

Hear me now?

Good afternoon, Committee

6

Chair and members.

Thank you, Chair Nishiki, for

7

allowing us the time to do a brief presentation.

8

Actually, what we're going to present to you folks

9

today is the background -- some background

10

information on the Planning Commission's review and

11

recommendations, as well as a brief presentation on

12

what urban growth boundaries are.

13

discussion and testimony that the Council as well

14

the Commission has been hearing were on these urban

15

growth boundaries, so we wanted to focus more

16

closely on that.

17

And a lot of the

Like Director Foley stated -- Well, first of

18

all, I would just like to give some background

19

information.

20
21

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Excuse me, before we start, Chair, is

. it my eyes or is it not focused?
my eyes if you can see it.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

You can say it's

It's too small.

Is there any way that we can have it

put on to the big screen that we have in the middle
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1

of this chamber instead of on the wall?

2

sorry for the interruption.

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

?:

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Chair,

That's all right.
Just cannot see.

Is that what the Committee wants to do?

It's a little hard to read.
Okay.

Daren, can you pull it back in?

8

HOw's that?

9

recess while the Planning Department moves the

10

screen.
RECESS:

12

RECONVENE:

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

Short

(Gavel.)

11

14

If not, we'll call a recess.

1:45 p.m.
1:52 p.m.
Meeting please reconvene.

Committee
MR. SUZUKI:

Okay.

Planning

Planning Department, go ahead.
Thank you, Chair.

Okay.

Starting off

16

with some background information with the Planning

17

Commissions, all three Planning Commissions invited

18

public testimony, and concerns expressed by the

19

public were mainly on -- like you have heard in

20

previous testimonies in other meetings, was mainly

21

on urban growth boundaries as well as ability for

22

individuals to amend the general plan during

23

nondecennial reviews.

24

three Planning Commissions endorsed the concept of

25

having maps as an integral element of the general

After much discussion, all
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1

plan.

2

Commissions recommended nondecennial revisions to

3

the general plan may be proposed by individuals.

4

This may be done once a year during the first week

5

of July in each calendar year.

6

applications can be looked on -- looked at on an

7

islandwide basis and overall impacts can be

8

assessed.

And the Matil and Lanai Community -- Planning

Sorry.

9

So in doing so,

Didn't skip that slide.

With the Molokai Planning Commission, that's

10
11

the fourth one, the fourth bullet point down, they

12

recommended that none nondecennial revisions not be

13

accepted by individuals until five years.

14

five years, then yearly nondecennial reviews by

15

individuals can be submitted.

16

Foley stated, a Ramseyered version of Bill 84 wa.s

17

attached to your July 15 transmittal, and those

18

revisions also reflect the recommendations of the

19

Planning Department.

20

Okay.

After the

And like Director

The general plan is adopted by the

21

Council by ordinance and already has the force of

22

law.

23

and community plans as chapters or components within

24

the general plan.

25

and the community plans are the general plan;

And this chart still shows the island plans

In other words, the island plans

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

therefore, they

2

other.

'"~~~x ~J~"

~fi6~ld

.".~

all be consistent with each

So from a land use perspective, this slide

3
4

shows the general plan with its chapters described

5

previously and these components would include the

6

desired sequence and patterns of development of the

7

county.

8

land use designations.

9

zoning.

The plans may contain changes to existing
So under the general plan is

In order to implement the general plan, it

10

may involve changes to regulatory measures such as

11

zoning codes, subdivisions or even changes in

12

zoning.

13

implemented to the maximum extent practicable.

Bill 84 states that these changes shall be

And under zoning there is development

14

Prior to any development,

th~re

15

consistency.

must

16

be consistency with both the general plan and

17

zoning.

18

amendments are required.

19

the general plan is a ten-year plan with land use

20

projections 20 years out, so the zoning maps do not

21

immediately have to be consistent or come into

22

conformance with the general plan.

23

given that the general plan is based on projections

24

20 years out, the timing of the zoning change to

25

come into conformance with the general plan may be

If there are inconsistencies, then
It should be noted that

In other words,
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1

more appropriat~ ~i

2

Okay.

i

i~t~y date.

Utilizing Smart Growth tools is one of

3

the bases for proposing Bill 84.

As you can see,

4

Smart Growth is not only limited to urban growth

5

boundaries, but includes other planning principles

6

such as compact density, public transit and

7

alternatives, and also transfer and purchase of

8

development rights.

(

9

So to focus more on growth boundaries,

10

advantages of urban growth boundaries include

11

protecting agricultural land, advises landowners and

12

neighbors where development is to occur, and also

13

designates agricultural and open space areas for

14

lower taxes, and probably the most important is

15

encourages development as in fill where

16

infrastructure already exists.

17

fill would be a more desirable pattern for

18

development rather than urban sprawl, which would

19

extend our infrastructure services to less dense

20

periphery areas, this would thereby cause burden on

21

the general taxpayer to maintain this

22

infrastructure.

23

Okay.

In other words, in

There are disadvantages to urban

24

growth boundaries.

As pointed out in a lot of the

25

testifiers, you know, you have another map to

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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ai~ga~~nt~~e is that landowners with

1

review.

2

land outside urban growth boundaries must wait a

3

long time for development.

4

here that, you know, having urban growth boundary is

5

not really another map to review or another layer to

6

amend.

7

boundaries, but when establishing urban growth

8

boundaries there needs to be consistency with the

9

community plans like I mentioned previously.

I'd just like to note

Yes, you know, we're going to review the

So if

10

development is proposed outside of the urban growth

11

boundaries, it will also be outside of the community

12

plan areas and any amendments may be reviewed

13

concurrently.

14

Okay.

This is an example of an urban growth

15

boundary map.

Now, this map is of Cooksville,

16

Tennessee.

17

Cooksville city limits and the red lines -- it's

18

kind of hard to see, but along the red lines

19

indicate the urban growth boundaries.

20

can see, the -- how the shapes or the lines are with

21

the urban growth boundaries, it pretty much follows

22

along parcel boundaries.

The yellow shaded area shows the

And as you

23

Another exampie,urban growth boundaries in

24

this area consists of three counties in Washington

25

and Oregon.

The tan color indicates the current

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

urban growth bound~:ty and the blue area indicate

2

recommended expansion area as part of updating this

3

boundary.

4

Okay.

This area is of King County,

5

Washington.,

6

boundaries, or actually it's coming up kind of

7

yellow mustard color on this map.

8

of refer to the legend on the right-hand side, you

9

can see other areas that are included are

Tan areas indicate urban growth

And if you kind

10

agricultural areas, rural areas and open space

11

areas.

12

And this is another example of another city

13

in Oregon.

14

magenta color line indicates the urban growth

15

boundary.

16

Okay.

And just enlarging it a little bit, the

There's been lots of debate over a

17

conceptual map versus a parcel-by-parcel map.

18

both result in a line on a map.

19

a determination of am I in or am I out..

20

are defined as maps.

21

much easier to determine if in or out.

22

parcel is already somewhat defined by the community

23

plan process by way of land use designations being

24

parcel by parcel.

25

Well,

Both would require
And both

But parcel by parcel would be

So what do we recommend?

Parcel by

Well, we recommend
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1

a map that is par~~l

2

predictability in the process.

3

based on land use forecasting and carrying capacity

4

for infrastructure.

5

go over what land use forecasting and carrying

6

capacity is.

7

on a 20-year projection with population.

8

much land do we need for land uses such as

9

residential uses, commercial uses, multi-family type

by

parcel so there's absolute
We recommend a map

And let me just kind of briefly

For lan~ use forecasting, it is based
So how

10

uses, industrial type uses to accommodate this

11

increase in population.

12

also based on a ~G-year popUlation projection, how

13

much capacity do we have with our infrastructure,

14

like our sewers, like our water, our police services

15

or fire services or landfills.

16

recommend a map drawn on an islandwide basis to

17

allow for a directed growth strategy.

18

As for carrying capacity,

And we also

So how do we create these urban growth

19

boundaries?

Well, we review the State land use

20

designations.

We review the community plan

21

designations.

Again, like I mentioned previously,

22

they need to be consistent.

23

expansion land needed..

24

urban growth boundaries for community plan

25

amendments.

Establish the amount of

Use designations within

Review ownership boundaries and,

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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2

finally, identiiy ar~as of high growth pressure.
So without urban growth boundaries, any

3

realistic growth strategy would be ineffective.

4

They need to have a sound basis using all of the

5

available information we have, and they need to be

6

somewhat dynamic, but retain sufficient integrity as

7

to realize the goals and objectives of the general

8

plan strategy.

9

So in conclusion, Mr. Chair, here's a letter

10

from the City and County of Honolulu and their

11

experiences in establishing urban'growth boundaries

12

and protecting agricultural areas.

13

going to read the whole thing, but just to

14

summarize, they state that urban growth boundaries

15

have been established for seven areas on Oahu,

16

future urban developments are proposed to occur

17

inside the urban growth boundaries as these

18

boundaries were established to protect ag and open

19

space areas and promote more compact development

20

patterns.

21

they expeGt 50 years of capacity to exist inside of

22

these boundaries.

23

significantly revise these boundaries in .the

24

foreseeable future because there should be ample

25

land to meet development needs.

Okay.

I'm not

So planning the urban growth boundary,

So the intent is not to

So development

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

located inside the urban growth boundary can file a

2

zone change and probably be approved, but

3

development type zone change applications outside of

4

these boundaries would be -- would not be accepted

5

because it would be inconsistent with the

6

development -- development plan policies.
So this is the end of the presentation.

7

8

Again, the Ramseyered version of the bill with the

9

Planning Commission recommendations which is also

10

recommended by the Planning Department was attached

11

to that July 15 transmittal.

12

presentation, Chair.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14
15
16

That concludes the

Thank you.

Planning Department, any other comments, Mr.
Foley.
MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Chair, I just wanted to make a couple of

17

clarifications with respect to what Daren said.

18

thing is that the reference to the map in Bill 84

19

refers to urban and rural growth areas.

20

areas that would be designated for future

21

development.

22

considered differently than urban growth boundaries.

23

One

These are

And future growth areas might be

The second thing I wanted to say is that

24

there are several sections of the bill that require

25

consistency between the general plan map that we~re

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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talking about and the community plan maps.

2

know there are a couple of amendments that suggest

3

that these sections don't exist, so I want to read a

4

couple of them to you.

5

page 2 reads, the general plan and the community

6

plans shall be internally consistent with compatible

7

goals, objectives, policies and implementing actions

8

and land use maps.

9

And I

Section C on the bottom of

And then the other part requires concurrent.

10

review of the general plan map with the community

11

plan map, and it reads, where an amendment to the

12

general plan directly triggers an amendment to a

13

community plan, such matters shall be processed

14

concurrently.

15

in the community plan section.

16

preparation of the general plan map an inconsistency

17

with the community plan map is created, we

18

immediately will review an amendment to that

19

community plan map.

20

And then the same language exactly is
So if during the

The other last thing I wanted to clarify is

21

that while the general plan map and the community

22

plan map are to be consistent, it is -- the zoning

23

map is purposefully not consistent with the

24

community plan maps.

25

that the community plan maps show 20 years of

And the reason for that is

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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immediat~

1

development, and the zoning map shows the

2

first phase of that development.

3

to be changed gradually over that 20-year period in

4

order to eventually accommodate that growth area.

5

So the general plan map and the community plan map

6

will be consistent, but the zoning map is not

7

supposed to be consistent with the community plan

8

map.

9

10
11
12

So the zoning has

Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you, Mr. Foley.

Charmaine.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, if you don't

13

mind, I'll save my comments for the discussion

14

period after the testimony.

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

After the testimony?

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yes.

Okay.
Mr. Chair, just one question.

Go ahead, Dain.
Because Member Tavares has been

21

recognized to talk about her -- I guess the

22

workshops that went around, are you going to be

23

distributing the report that came out of your

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

-~

No.

There was a report that was done that

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

apparently"is not in our binders, and it's the Maui

2

County Council's Planning Committee that was

3

prepared by then Member Tavares and Mr. Boteilho I

4

guess was the analyst.

5

would like that to be submitted somehow into the

6

record because it talks about specifically the

7

report that was given to the Council back in 2001.

8

And I have also been able to extract the sign-up

9

sheets for the various meetings for those people who

10

And if it's not, then I

participated in those meetings.

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

12

COUNCILMEMBERKANE:

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So

We'll get that from you.
This is mine, but I think it's

15

already available that staff can get it from Office

16

of Council Services and that can be --

17
18
19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Would you like that distributed to

Committee members today, Mr. Kane?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

The only reason I'm going to say no

20

to this one is because I've already marked it up.

21

Because I didn't realize that everybody didn't have

22

it, so I just tracked this on my own and marked it

23

up.

24

give my marked up to everybody else.

25

So I don't think it would be appropriate to

CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

We can get the copy and distribute

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1
2

it.

Is that what you want us to do?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I think it's relevant to this

3

discussion, especially if Member Tavares is going to

4

be giving a presentation on that, on those

5

workshops, and how this -- as you stated, this baby

6

started.

7

CHAIR NISHIKI:

8
9

It started with this, this report.
We'll get staff to make copies while the

public testimony is being made.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any other requests?

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair.

Yes.
Those reports were all included in

14

the Committee as we were working through it in the

15

Planning Committee last term.

16

reports that came from the first round and the

17

second round of those community meetings.

18

wasn't going to specifically point to that, I was

19

just going to help with some of the historical

20

overview of the

21
22
23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

So there were two

And I

of this process.
We'll have those reports done.

Jo Anne.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Chair, you know, I have been

24

through those reports in the past and I generally

25

know what they say, so, I mean, I personally don't

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1
2
3
4

need a copy of it because I have one in my office.
THE COURT:

That's all right.

One member has made a

request and I will allow that request to be done.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chairman, just for clarification

5

on that, on the report itself, because it was a

6

Committee report that was reported out of Committee

7

last term, once it gets reported out from a

8

procedural standpoint, all members received whatever

9

information was attached to that Committee report.

10

So members from last term should have this in their

11

offices if it wasn't purged.

12

that came on new probably don't have that because as

13

the term switched, those attached items mayor may

14

not be in those offices.

15

don't want to kill trees, so, I mean, if there's any

16

way that staff of the members can check their

17

offices to see if this report is there before

18

printing out 30, 40 pages of stuff.

19
20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Okay.

However, two members

So, again, you know, I

Thank you.

We've got 18 people so far here to

21

testify.

I've got two members of this Committee

22

that have got to leave at 5:30, one going back to

23

Molokai today, Mr. Mateo.

24

today, unless there are any objec~ions to testimony,

25

monumental from Wayne Nishiki, but I am going to

And with that concern
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1

limit testimony to three minutes.

2

another minute to finish up, then I'll allow that,

3

but I will stop you at four.

4

don't mean to offend any of you, but you will be

5

given the opportunity to testify, but you will be

6

timed by our staff.

7

Okay.

8
9

So those of you, I

Are there any objections by Committee

members.
COUNCIL MEMBERS:

No objections.

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you so much.
More, thank you.

Mark Sheehan, followed by Ron Sturtz.

13
14

If you have

. BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .
MR. SHEEHAN:

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, members of the

15

Council, members of the public.

16

minute.

L7

bill.

18

this bill.

19

back to Committee, but to consider the amendments

20

and vote on this bill today.

A lot of work has already gone into this
Forty-eight meetings have been conducted on
I would encourage you not to send it

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

I'll keep this to a

Thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Chair, question.

Question, Mark.
Good afternoon, Mr. Sheehan.

Did you

participate or testify at any of the other meetings?
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1

MR. SHEEHAN:

No, but I followed it very carefully in the

2

press.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

MR. SHEEHAN:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Have you read Bill 84?

Yes.
Are you aware what the urban growth

6

boundaries and are you in agreement with the

7

disadvantages of urban growth boundaries that were

8

depicted in the presentation?

9

MR. SHEEHAN:

There are always going to be trade-offs on

10

those issues, you know.

11

concerns that -- for land use purchasers because of

12

what happens in those growth boundaries, but I think

13

those are more than offset by the integrity of the

14

communities that we're trying to maintain and the

15

disadvantages of sprawl and the fact that the County

16

is required to provide so many other services to

17

things that are developed outside the already

18

designated areas.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

MR. SHEEHAN:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

There are certain financial

You're a realtor, are you not?

I am.
Are you aware of the affordable

22

housing component as a consequence of urban growth

23

boundaries?

24
25

MR. SHEEHAN:

I am certainly aware of the affordable

-housing issue, but I see no connection between urban
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growth boundaries and affordable housing.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

MR. SHEEHAN:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

~

Are you aware of the Portland model?

I am.
Are you of the statistics that have

5

shown that housing for

6

component has been impacted dramatically --

7

MR. SHEEHAN:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE: -- by the implementation of urban

9
10
11
12

No.

affordable housing

No, I am not.

growth boundaries?
MR. SHEEHAN:

No;

Do you propose to enlighten us on that

subject?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I do.

In fact, we have already

13

started that discussion and I intend to bring that

14

forward, but I just wanted

15

I would think you would be aware of that.

16

please, no offense.

17

because you're in the business, that that would be a

18

major issue that you would be interested in

19

understanding.

20

MR. SHEEHAN:

because as a realtor,
And,

I'm just suggesting that

No worry, I'm not going to take any offense,

21

but I think the affordable housing is being affected

22

by far more components than urban growth boundaries,

23

one of which is the long delay in bringing

24

affordable housing to market.

25

years housing has just about doubled on this island.

In the last four
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1

So when you'

2

that has a huge impact on affordable housing and all

3

housing.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

MR. SHEEHAN:

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

an eight-year timeline,

Thank you.

You're welcome.
Thank you, Mark.
Mr. Chair, point of order.

Jo Anne, go ahead.
Are we going to be limited when

10

testifiers come forward to the past rules and

11

practices which base our questions on the testimony

12

that the person is giving and not expanding on that

13

testimony, or are we going to be engaging in

14

conversations with the testifiers?

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I think I'm going to try to cont.rol that,

16

but, you know, the testifiers should not feel like

17

they need to answer questions if you don't know any

18

answers, but this is a forum where I will allow that

19

to occur today.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

22
23

Okay.

Thank you.
Ron Sturtz, followed by Dean

Uchida.
MR. STURTZ:

Good afternoon.

My name is Ron Sturtz.

24

going to be extremely brief, also.

I think that

25

this matter has been going on now for almost two
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1

years, artd I Wbdl~ lik~ ~6 ~ive the Council the

2

opportunity to evaluate this.

3

testify for or against it.

4

suggest that -- and 11m going to ask all of my

5

friends in the development community, the

6

environmental community, all of us, I think that we

7

have given ample testimony for you to go forward and

8

I would like to give you the opportunity to actually

9

do the work and come up with some rationale

11m not going to

11m just going to

10

solutions to these issues.

11

testimony and thank you very much.

12

CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

So 11m going to limit my

Thank you.

Any questions for Ron?

Seeing none, Dean

14

Uchida representing Land Use Research Foundation of

15

Hawaii.

16

submitted, also.

17

MR. UCHIDA:

And there has been written testimony

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I did submit written

18

testimony.

Just in the interests of time, I would

19

just like to summarize it.

20

Uchida.

21

Research Foundation of Hawaii.

22

page testimony that we provided earlier.

Again, my name is Dean

11m the executive director for the Land Use
We have a several

I would like to just point out a couple of

23

24

things.

The way that the County Code is written

25

right now talks about a general plan/community plan
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relationship and how the general plan is more of a

2

policy-driven, broad brush type of document.

3

consistent with what APA has done, American Planning

4

Association, and that's kind of the -- I guess the

5

way other counties have been doing it.

6

a guide.

7

development.

8

you're dealing with the community plans and facility

9

plans or development plans.

10

That's

It's more of

It's not necessarily for specific
When you get into specifics are when

The other thing that I wanted to point out is

11

our concern about the urban growth boundaries.

12

presentation that Daren did is very informative.

13

Some of you have received some information about the

14

impacts on affordable housing in theP()rtland area.

15

I think when you do urban growth boundaries, what's

16

happening is you limit the supply of land and that

17

has a direct impact on pricing for housing,

18

especially affordable housing.

19

This

With respect to the City and County of

20

Honolulu, they have adopted urban growth boundaries

21

in seven, I think, of the eight DPs that they

22

recently amended.

23

I want to draw a distinction between is whenever

24

where the City and County set the urban growth

25

boundaries, the boundary was based on master plan

I guess the difference here that
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development in the. Ewa area.

2

attached a copy of this map in our testimony, but

3

you notice that the urban growth boundaries is this

4

dark dashed line here and basically it covers an

5

area that was already master planned for development

6

in excess of about 65,000 units of housing in that

7

area.

8

right now.

9

area region, and then the urban growth boundary was

10

put around that, so chances are you're not going to

11

get the kind of affordable housing issues that you

12

face if you don't master plan and you just set the

13

boundaries around existing urban areas.

14

that, we made some suggestions about what we think

15

needs to be done to the bill before it passes out.

That's like -- It's up to 2020 build-out

18

21

Based on

this matter.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

19
20

So there was a master plan done for an

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on

16
17

And I think I have

Thank you, Mr. Uchida.

Questions?

Seeing none, Chubby Vicens

representing A&B Properties, followed by Jim Riley.
MR. VICENS:

Good afternoon, Chairman Nishiki and members

22

of the Planning and Land Use Committee.

23

Chubby Vicens, and I represent A&B Properties on the

24

island.

25

I am Mercer

I, too, will keep this as brief as I can.
In June of this year the Planning Commission
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with the concurrence or the Planning Director

2

recommended under Section 2.80B.050 that any person

3

during July of each calendar year can propose

4

nondecennial amendments to the general plan,

5

recognizing that any member of this community who

6

owns land, be it large or small, has a right to

7

amend a situation that has changed over the years

8

due to personal or economic positive or negative

9

impact.

We implore you to follow that

10

recommendation as you pass out Bill 84 in its

11

revised language.
The second piece, and this is really the only

12
13

things~that

14

years, 98, 99 percent of the bill as proposed was

15

absolutely perfect, so the ability to amend the

16

general plan was a key item.

17

of fixed or conceptual maps, which some of it came

18

o~t

19

we have talked about for the last two

And, second, the area

again today.
The permanency of rural and urban boundaries

20

should be the responsibility of the community CAC.

21

These are the people who want and live in an area

22

where these changes will be made, where the

23

boundaries will be set.

24

the people who live within that particular area of

25

the community plan region the right to

Give the communities and
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self-governance.

2

make the right designations for the right reasons.

Have faith that they can and will

Our involvement in the Bill 84 process has

3
4

never been about calling the shots and profiting

5

from the status quo, but rather protecting our

6

rights to say what happens in our community.

7

leave the finite decisions on where urban growth

8

boundaries fall to the Community Action Committee,

9

who have a vested interest in what happens in their

10

And

particular community, the area in which we live.

11

Believe me, those that take exception to our

12

participation in this process forgets the fact that

13

A&B, the corporation, is represented in this

14

community by several thousand ordinary citizens

15

whose families represent three and four generations

16

of Mauians.

17
18
19
20

I want you to consider that.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for allowing me the
time to speak and represent my views.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Questions for Mr. Vicens?

Seeing none,

thank you very much.

21

MR. VICENS:

Thank you very much.

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

MR. RILEY:

Jim Riley, followed by Anthony Gonzales.

Good afternoon, Chairman Nishiki and members
My name is Jim Riley .and I'm here

24

of the committee.

25

today as a private individual to express my views on
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Bill 84.

2

as drafted, and I will only try and point out a few

3

of them.

4

boundaries.

5

concept has

6

been spent in actually reviewing the results of this

7

bill -- of this concept in other locations.

8

definitely add to the cost of housing and the cost

9

of living for the families who live on Maui; not

I, too, have a few problems with this bill

The first is the concept of urban growth
I would question how thoroughly this
b~en

investigated and how much time has

It will

10

just for newcomers who are moving to Maui, but

11

existing families whose children are getting married

12

and moving out of the house.

13

Second, is this concept of urban growth

14

boundaries# is this the vision that you all hold for

15

the island of Maui?

16

environment, about living in a rural community, and

17

yet we want all future growth to be directed inside

18

some arbitrary lines.

19

share that as our primary view for the island.

20

We talk about our rural

I don't think that all of us

My next concern is this concept of a general

21

plan map.

The language of Bill 84 spells out in

22

great detail the community plans and what will be on

23

the community plan maps.

24

page 8 and 9 and go into great detail to tell you

25

exactly what will be on the community plan maps.

These are spelled out on
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1

The general plan map has one statement or an

2

abbreviated statement on page 3.

3

way detail what will be on the general plan maps.

4

We saw today general plan maps for different

5

localities on the mainland.

6

the plan is going to be like for Hawaii or for Maui?

7

Who is going to make the decisions as to what

8

designations are going to go on that map?

9

point will these designations come into the known?

It does not in any

Why can we not see what

At what

10

If they are going to be in compliance with the

11

community plan, then why do we need two maps?

12

you're going to depict residential on the general

13

plan and residential on the community plan, then why

14

do we need two maps?

15

community plan maps together and you'll have the

16

general plan.

Why don't you glue the

Thank you very much.

17
18

If

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you, Jim.

Questions for Jim?

19

Seeing none, Anthony

20

Gonzales representing the Maui American Institute of

21

'Architects, followed by Henry Spencer.

22

MR. GONZALES:

Aloha, everyone.

My name is Anthony, last

23

name is Riecke-Gonzales.

And I am here representing

24

the Maui Chapter of the American Institute of

25

Architects.
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We have had lots of internal discussion on

2

this bill and a lot of our members are very

3

concerned with a provision that Mike Foley had

4

mentioned earlier today, and that is the

5

inconsistencies that currently occur between right

6

now three maps, the community plans, zoning, and

7

State land use.

8

ha~e

9

can do with a parcel of property.

And what we would really like to

is one place where we can go and see what you
And the current

10

Bill 84 would actually, the way we read it, give us

11

a fourth level on that.

12

zoning, the community plans, the general plans, and

13

the State land use.

14

hurdle that we would have to jump through.

15

Now we would have the

So it's like a whole 'nother

And what we would like to do is have it that

16

-- we would certainly support the Planning

17

Department's concept of doing a plan for

18

has kind of a grand vision and responds to the needs

19

they see at the time that they do the plan, but then

20

that should be implemented on to the zoning.

21

within a year or so the Planning Department, the

22

Council should take those plans and have zoning

23

change to meet those plans, and it should be done

24

all at one time.

25

the community plan your grand scheme for the

M~bi

that

That

The idea that you would have on
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community, but only have a small portion of it

2

correctly zoned once you have already decided what

3

the grand scheme is to us is what is the most

4

difficult part of architecture.

5

to a client who comes to you with a parcel of land

6

and says, I would like to do something with this,

7

and you say, well, you know, you have paid for the

8

last 20 years to have apartment zoning on your land,

9

but that's not what's on the community plan.

When you're talking

And,

10

by the way, I think they're talking on the general

11

plan right now about making that a park.
There needs to be somewhere where we already

12
13

know that that parcel of land in the grand scheme of

14

things and today can be used for a certain use.

15

Now, I know that -- I have had some conversations

16

with the Planning Department and they say, well, but

17

the idea is that if we have 20-year build-out out at

18

the outer edges, we don't want you to build there

19

until we're in the 15th year.

20

should be the landowner's decision.

21

ones who will get hit with the infrastructure costs.

22

And that happens already today.

23

quarter 'of a mile from the nearest sewer line, guess

24

who gets to pay to bring the sewer line there?

25

MR. RAATZ:

I really think that
They're the

If your parcel is a

Three minutes.
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2

MR. GONZALES:

You get to pay for bringing the sewer line

there.
So what we think is that Bill 84 should be

3

4

amended to have z,oning governed.

There can be a

5

time period where the general plan and the community

6

plan get a chance to be implemented, but after that

7

time period, whatever the underlying zoning is is

8

what should be allowed to be done on that parcel of

9

property.
Thank you very much.

10
11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Questions?

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Seeing none, thank you.

Mr. Chair.

Oh, hold on.
Just one.

Just one question.

Mr. Kane.
Thank you.

Thank you for your testimony~

17

You stated

18

something about concurrency in all the plans being

19

reviewed, the community plans, can you just clarify

20

what you said there?

21

MR. GONZALES:

Yes.

That we feel there is a purpose for

22

the general plan, that what that does is it

23

coordinates all the community plans together.

24

agree with the previous testimony that there's no

25

reason that the community plan and the general plan
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1

can't actually be one plan, one that looks at it at

2

a little larger scale, which is the community plan.

3

And we really do feel that those should be done

4

concurrently as well, that the Committee that's

5

working on the general plan should be able to talk

6

to the guys that are working on the community plan

7

so that they can coordinate those two guys together.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Before you go any further, so

that's understanding that we have nine community

10

plans.

So I'm looking at it from a logistics

11

standpoint now and resources that are available to

12

the Planning Department and to the County of Maui

13

and being able to do that.

14

about that and

15

MR. GONZALES:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

MR. GONZALES:

I mean, have you thought

We have.
And if so, how can they do it?

We have.

I do think it can be done.

You

18

know, I think there's about a two- to three-year

19

time frame that's currently in Bill 84 and if the

20

will was there to have all that done at the same

21

time, that it could be done.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

MR. GONZALES:

Okay.

Thank you for your comments.

I think a lot of that is from volunteerism

24

as well.

And I know our community of architects, we

25

will certainly go around and, you know, beat the
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drum and get people to step up to the plate and

2

participate in those committees to get this thing to

3

happen.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

MR. SPENCER:

Henry Spencer, followed by Phil Johnson.
Thank you very much.

I am going to try to

8

edit this on the fly due to the time constraints, so

9

please bear with me.

10

The County of Maui needs Bill 84.

The

11

general plan and the community plans as long-range

12

planning tools require the more specific direction

13

and effect that Bill 84 intends to provide.

14

two specific issues that Bill 84 needs to address in

15

order for Bill 84 to provide the necessary framework

16

within which the general and community plans can

17

successfully operate as the long-range planning

18

tools that they are intended to be.

19

I have

To clarify my repeated use of the fact that

20

the general and the. community plans are intended to

21

be long-range planning tools, I offer the following:

22

The Maui County Charter states that the general plan

23

shall indicate desired population physical

24

development patterns for each island and region

25

within the County, and the general plan shall
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identify objectives to be achieved, priorities,

2

policies and implementing actions to be pursued with

3

regards to land use maps and regulations and shall

4

set forth the desired sequence,patterns and

5

characteristics of future development.

6

The general plan states that the Maui County

7

Charter requires that the general plan shall

8

recognize and state the major problems and

9

opportunities concerning the need for development of

10

the County and shall set forth desired sequences and

11

patterns and characteristics of future development.

12

The Wailuku-Kahului plan, for example for a

13

community plan, states that for Maui County the

14

general plan and the community plans are strategic

15

planning documents which guide government action and

16

decision making.

17
18
19

The language in Bill 84 is an absolute
contradiction to the language that refers to the
-intent of the general plan and by default the

20

community plans in the County Charter, the general

21

plans and the community plans.

22

issue needs to be resolved with language that does

23

not give the community plans and the general plan

24

the full force and effect of law.

25

So I think that

My second issue deals with near the end of
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the last Bill 84 meeting, the Planning and Land Use

2

Committee on August 12th, Councilmember John -- Joe

3

Pontanilla asked Planning Director Mike Foley how

4

Mike intended to rectify the conflict of different

5

land use designations between County zoning and

6

community plan land use

7

properties that were in conflict with each other.

for certain

His answer was that -- his answer was that I

8
9

designat~ons

consider County zoning to be the current designation

10

and I consider the community plan designation to

11

take effect in 15 or 20 years.

12

view the County zoning as a building plan and the

13

community plan as a business plan.

14

MR. RAATZ:

15

MR. SPENCER:

16

He went on to say, I

Three minutes.
Thank you.
I would just like to hear -- sometime during

17

this debate that takes place after we give our

18

testimony, I would like to hear an actual answer to

19

that question that Joe asked and hear how the

20

Planning Department does intend to resolve those

21

conflicts for landowners who are trying to do things

22

with their property now.

23

I heard several individuals argue during the

24

last meeting that Bill 84 should be passed because

25

the amount of time spent and the number of people
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who have worked on it.

2

last reason why we should be passing this bill.

3

only reason we should be passing this bill is

4

because it's good government, it's a good bill and

5

it's -- and it will have the true effect of law and

6

won't be subject to many lawsuits down the road.

7

think

8

MR. RAATZ:

9

MR. SPENCER:

Okay.

CHAIR NISHIKI:

11

MR. SPENCER:

13

No.
Okay.

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I can come back later.
Sorry.
I guess I'm done.

I had another half

Thank you.

Buck_Buchanan -- Hold on.

I got Phil Johnson

here representing the American Institute

16

MR. SPENCER:

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

MR. SPENCER:

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

20
21

I

hour of testimony, but thank you.

14
15

The

Four minutes.

10

12

I believe that that's the

Were there any questions or -- I guess not.
Any questions?
I guess not.
I'm sorry.

You are representing the American -MR. JOHNSON:

AlA also, yes.

Mr. Chair, members of the

22

Committee, I'll make my comments very brief.

23

Anthony did speak a little bit on what I am going to

24

speak on, that is that we are recommending and we

25

proposed language, whether it be in the bill or
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whether it be administratively, to have members of

2

the General Plan Advisory Committees be members

3

either professional planners or -- and/or

4

architects, and that those -:- three of those coming

5

from each community plan district.

6

those members then become automatic members of the

7

community plan so that there is some continuity

8

between the community plans and the general plans

9

and professional help.

And that each of

Again, that would be a

10

volunteer and we're pumping the bushes now to get

11

people to sign up for that.

12

The other item that we are very strongly

13

supporting is the annual review, the ability to do

14

an annual review, the ability to submit for an

15

annual review.

16

pass, that means that it would come -- it's the

17

ability to come to you to say is this a good idea or

18

not.

19

process that needs to be included into the bill.

And we think that's a right and a necessary

20
21

Thank you very much.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

22
23
24
25

That doesn't mean it's going to

Thank you, Phil.

Any questions for Mr. Johnson?

Seeing none,

Buck Buchanan, followed by Joe Fradin.
MR .. BUCHANAN:

Good afternoon, Chair and members of the

Committee.

I'm Buck Buchanan from Lahaina.
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been smoking on the mountain and certainly all of us

2

get nervous when it's smoking up there, we may not

3

get back tonight, so -I am reminded, in thinking about this whole

4
5

thing, about how the west side looks today versus

6

when I first saw it 45 years ago and I saw what it

7

is today.

8

happened in both places and it's not pretty.

Kihei, also, at that time.

Sprawl has

I had a hesitancy working with the 2020

9

10

effort over on the west side at the beginning of the

11

thing, prior to its beginning, because I worried

12

about what this thing tries to address about sprawl.

13

But then recognizing that there are a number of

14

houses already up there, which some of them are

15

second houses and so forth above the golf courses,

16

then what's the future for that whole chunk of land.

17

And I thought to myself, I don't want to see it

18

covered.

19

of the community, we believe that we'll be able to

20

preserve a good deal of open space in an area that

21

otherwise would have been jammed with Waikiki-like

22

stuff.

23

And so with the help of the other members

Chubby said tonight -- today, 97 to 98

24

percent perfect.

25

humans are ever going to get to anything.

Man, that's as close as any of us
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there's some things.

If anybody here thinks that

2

they can cure the planning problems of this County

3

by one bill in one year or three or 15 years, let me

4

know.

5

think it will happen here.

It's never happened anyplace else and I don't

What you've got to do is do your best at the

6
7

time and then maybe amend it, maybe change it.

8

I am with Mark, let's get on with it.

9

effect and see what happens.

And

Put into

Let's see how they do.

10

Let's how the Administration does.

11

happens with the processes.

Let's see what

Frankly, I'm not worried about affordable

12
13

housing, some people appear to be, because I think

14

affordable housing ought to be among the rest of us

15

who can afford a little bit more.

16

to live together.

17

communities.

18

but certainly in these islands.

19

I think we ought

I hate fenced communities, gated

I think they're despicable anyplace,

So I urge you to get on with it and recognize

20

that you got a whole year to play with it before

21

election and before '04.

22

folks, that's your job.

23

in the future, your grandkids and my grandkids and

24

your grandkids and all their grandkids and on and

25

on.

Account to the people,
And account to the people

If we don't save some of it and try to work
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with it, but just go to the old routine, you're

2

seeing what's happening with the Old routine.

3

MR. RAATZ:

Three minutes.

4

MR. BUCHANAN:

5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.

Thank you, Buck.

Any questions?

6

7

That's it.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Dain.

Hi, Mr. Buchanan.

Thank you for

8

testifying.

So are you suggesting that the body

9

after testimony is over pretty much approve what we

10

have in front of us and move forward and just see

11

how it works and then we'll just figure out what the

12

problems are, then go back and change it?

13

what you're suggesting?

14

MR. BUCHANAN:

Is that

That's what I'm saying, Dain, because I

15

have never found any document in my life in a long

16

time of almost 40 years of practice of law and

17

otherwise that's perfect.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Are you suggesting that as a

19

legislative body and with the final shot at doing

20

what people elected us to do, not do our jobs and do

21

due diligence and just rubber stamp it?

22

suggesting we be a rubber stamp to what's being

23

proposed by the Planning Commissions and the

24

Planning Department?

25

making hissing sounds in the -- And that's basically

Are you

And for all those people
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what it is,let's go on with it, let's just approve

2

as is what has been proposed.

3

saying rubber stamp it.

4

MR. BUCHANAN:

You're basically

Well, Dain, you've had two years to look at

5

it and you know it and I know it, so don't give me

6

that rubber stamp stuff.

7

long time.

8

more revisions.

9

because you think you want to stay with the status

This has gone on for a

It's been revised.

There will be some

I'm just saying don't kill it just

10

quo.

11

improve the thing, but perfection is not yours nor

12

mine nor any of ours.

13

can, and that's what I am saying.

14

me the rubber stamp thing because it isn't the

15

Planning Department, it's also members of this

16

Council and members of the communities that have met

17

over a period of three years.

18

that.

19

20

That's not your job.

Your job is to try to

All we can do is the best we
So you don't give

So don't give me

Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I'm going to ask you another

question.

21

MR. BUCHANAN:

Sure.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Are you aware that this Planning

23

Committee stuff that I talked about earlier has only

24

now been distributed today after this three-year

25

period?

\

Are you also aware of the fact that the
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Planning Committee -- Planning Commission minutes

2

for all the Planning Commission meetings that took

3

place were delivered to the Council office less than

4

two hours ago?

5

MR. BUCHANAN:

Of the second part, I am not.

Of the

6

first, I am.

7

yourself said earlier today that that document had

8

been passed around to all the previous Council

9

people.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

You didn't speak correctly because you

That's right.

But it was not

11

distributed among, as an example,

12

Member --

13

MR. BUCHANAN:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

No.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

That's right.

No, I -- Mr. Chair, I'm just asking a

I'm going to stop the debate right now.
It's not a debate.

I'm asking

questions.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

If you want to ask questions, ask

questions.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

He wasn't a member then, yeah.

question.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

Pontanilla,

You know what

18

20

Me~ber

I'm asking them, Mr. Chair.

Then ask the question, but I don't want'

any more debate, Mr. Kane.

Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So are you aware, Mr.

2

Buchanan, that we received these Planning Commission

3

minutes less than two hours before this meeting

4

started, which has all the discussions and which our

5

Chairman has taken the policy prior to this meeting

6

that we don't move forw·ard on anything until we have

7

minutes from Planning Commission meetings?

8

we only received this two hours before the meeting

9

started?

10

MR. BUCHANAN:

And that

Let me say I have your word that it is,

11

therefore I believe it in the absence of anything

12

else.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

MR. BUCHANAN:

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you, Buck.

Joe Fradin, followed by Bob Babson.

17
18

Thank you, Mr. Buchanan.

MR. FRADIN:

Good afternoon, Chairman Nishiki and members

19

of the Committee.

20

Charmaine Tavares for all your wonderful hard work

21

and dedication to doing the right thing.

22

appreciated by the community.

23

when we voted last, we made our wishes known.

24

all of you have the chance to do the right thing.

25

Firstly, I want to thank

And it's

Now, the community,
Now

And I listened to our Governor the other
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night when she was here on the island, and she said

2

there's two reasons to do things.

3

thing

4

thing to do, to pass this thing to preserve the

5

ecology of our islands and to preserve its beauty.

6

And it's the smart thing because the voters voted

7

for this type of thing, so it would probably help to

8

reinsure your election.

9

reasons.

and~he

smart thing.

There's the right

So this is the right

So that's two really good

The only reason not to vote for it would

10

be that you have been sabotaged by the special

11

interests of the developers.

12

and do the right thing.

So do the smart thing

And I would like to say to Mr. Kane, I saw

13

14

you on stage last year.

15

good actor.

16

full time?

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

MR. FRADIN:

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

MR. FRADIN:

You were great.

You're a

Have you ever considered.doing that

Okay.

That's not germane to the --

No, it isn't, but it was appropriate.
Okay.

Thank you.

I did that because he was harassing the

21

public that came here to testify.

22

that we need that type of harassment from members of

23

committees or the Council.

24
25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I understand.

And I don't think

And I apologize if I didn't

control what --
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2

MR. FRADIN:

You didn't do it, but it was done and I don't

think it's appreciated by the public.
Thank you very much for your time.

3

And thank

4

you again, Charmaine Tavares, for all your wonderful

5

hard work trying to do the right thing for this

6

island.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

We've got to preserve its beauty.
Mr. Chair, I have questions.

Any questions?
Questions with respect to the

testimony.

11

Sir, do you think it's inappropriate for me

12

to ask questions based on what you have stated as

13

public testimony?

14
15
16
17
18

MR. FRADIN:

What I think is inappropriate is your

harassment of the public who come here to speak.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

I'm going to stop this already.

have any debate.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Let's not

And I apologize, Dain.

I'm just asking and I'm being

19

composed.

I'm not attacking you, sir.

I'm just

20

asking you if you think it's inappropriate for any

21

member of this body to ask questions of people who

22

come to testify?

23

to you coming to testify and giving us information

24

relevant to what we have before us.

25

I'm asking, sir.

And I do it with all due respect

And that's all
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MR. FRADIN:

Relevant

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

3

because

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

I'm going to stop this debate only

Mr. Chair, I'm not debating.

asking a question, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, right.

I'm just going to stop this

right now.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Are you denying me the opportunity to

ask questions?
CHAIR NISHIKI:

I am denying you the opportunity to

question him about people asking questions, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

But he made that as a part of his

testimony, Mr. Chairman.

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

I'm sorry.
And you accepted that testimony.

I tried to stop him.

I'm not going to

17

debate with you now, Mr. Kane, okay.

18

on?

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

I'm

Yes.

So can we move

Can I ask questions, please?

Go ahead.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Do you think it's appropriate, sir, that if

23

an item or a component of this bill in my belief has

24

not been thoroughly discussed, do you think it's

25

fair for this body to have that discussion because
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1

it may impact the long-term outcome of the

2

development of this community?

3

are fair questions to ask?

4
5
6
7
8
9

MR. FRADIN:

What you just asked would be fair, but what

you have been asking people
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Can you just answer the question,

sir?
MR. FRADIN:

Well, that's like are you going to stop

beating your wife?

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

MR. FRADIN:

Same thing.

I'm done, Mr. Chair.

Nobody else would ask the questions you have

12

asked.

13

audacity to do that.

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16
17

Nobody on this Committee would have the

I'm sorry.

14
15

Do you think those

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you.

Bob Babson, followed by Kent Smith.
MR. BABSON:

All right.

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and

18

members.

My name is Bob Babson, and I'm testifying

19

as a taxpayer who is tired of watching the County

20

spend tens of thousands of dollars on unnecessary

21

legal bills.

22

form, it will be the law and must be complied with.

23

And I believe it will generate numerous lawsuits

24

whereby plaintiffs will be suing the Cotinty on

25

constitutional grounds.

If this bill passes in its present

Examples, A, community No.
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1 says they will allow beds and breakfasts in their

2

community, but community No.2 says they won't.

3

Right there is a constitutional problem since this

4

ordinance has created two classes of people each

5

with different rights, this would violate the 14th

6

Amendment of the Constitution, which says we are all

7

equal.

8

include home occupations, vacation rentals, and

9

everything that is different in each individual

10
11

This is not limited to B&Bs.

It would

community plan.
B, community No. 1 designates 30 acres of

12

land to be a future park.

13

wants to build a house, but is told he can't because

14

his 30 acres will some day be a park.

15

has no money to buy the park in the near future.

16

This is a taking of the land, also known as inverse

17

condemnation.

18

The owner of the land

The County

This is unconstitutional~

C, growth boundaries also present a

19

constitutional problem.

20

outside the boundary would be denied a permit.

21

Again, the County has drastically reduced the value

22

of his land.

23

A person who owns land

This is also a taking.

The solution to all unconstitutional problems

24

is to make this advisory.

25

submit his or her application and it could be

Then each landowner could
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processed and the community plan could advise the

2

Planning Department, the Planning Commission and the

3

County Council accordingly.

4

constitutional problems.

There would be no

I recommend you table this bill, hire an

5

6

outside law firm that specializes in constitutional

7

law and ask them their opinion as to the

8

constitutional problems.

9

written, then fine, pass it.

If they say it is okay as
But if they say it

10

should be advisory to avoid constitutional problems,

11

then simply change it to be advisory and pass it.

12

This would be a lot cheaper than spending tens of

13

thousands of dollars in the future trying to defend

14

this bill in the courts.

15

Thank you.

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17
18

Thank you, Mr. Babson.

Questions?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mike Molina.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Good afternoon, Mr. Babson.

19

I thought your

20

comments were interesting.

21

up on any other case histories similar to what's

22

occurring here in Maui County, any examples of

23

takings or potential takings that could occur if

24

this ordinance does pass as is?

25

MR. BABSON:

Have you had any -- read

Well, there's three lawsuits going on right
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1

now in this County.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

MR. BABSON:

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I mean outside of Maui County.

No.
Okay.

No.

But I just wanted to

5

say that the -- your mention of the constitutional

6

issues were pertinent, you know, I believe.

7

just wanted to know if you had any other outside

8

sources of information of any potential litigation

9

outside of what's occurring in Maui County as well.

10
11

And I

But I want to thank you for your testimony.
MR. BABSON:

Well, I read the newspaper and the supreme

12

court of the United States recently actually ruled

13

that wetlands -- many communities have attempted to

14

set aside wetlands, for instance, and that's a very

15

good cause, you know, for migratory ducks and

16

whatnot.

17

that's a taking, and the local community which has

18

designated it as wetlands, has to pay the owner, so

19

that would be

The supreme court actually ruled that

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

21

MR. BABSON:

An example.

So anything a county or a city or state or

22

municipality ,does that reduces the value

23

significantly, I would say, is a form of taking.

24

And it -- And this all goes back to fighting King

25

George, III.

King George's troops used to go into
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the -- as they were marching along, they were

2

hungry, so they would go into a farm and they would

3

kill all the cattle and eat all the dairy products.

4

And they wouldn't pay the colonialists, you know,

5

the owner of the farm a dime, they would march off.

6

And so when we won the revolution, we put it into

7

the Constitution.

8

Jefferson --

9

George Washington, Thomas

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

10

my question.

11

you.

12

Thank you.

You more than answered

And I appreciate the example, thank

Thank you.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Question, Mr. Chair.

Question, Dain.
Thank you, Mr. Babson, for your

16

testimony.

17

than some other people that are here.

18

agree with you or disagree with you, but for the

19

sake of understanding something, do you think -- do

20

you think what's being recommended, to pass it

21

without any further review, just passing it out, is

22

that something that you think you would be treated

23

fairly in this process if we just went ahead and

24

took that view?

25

MR. BABSON:

Obviously you have a different opinion

Well, no.

And I don't

I have stated here I believe it
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should be advisory.

I think it's a

2

well-intentioned, good ordinance.

3

the machinery for representing the people at the

4

lowest level, all the way as they plan it and then

5

they pass it up to the general plan people and then

6

up to the Planning Commission people, up to the

7

County Council, up to the Mayor for signature.

8

a wonderful ordinance, I just think there's these

9

huge conflicts, three examples of which I gave, that

It sets up all

10

I think would -- that it should be advisory and

11

not -- and not the law.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

It's

Would you come back to testify if we

13

just ignored what you just said?

14

you just told us what your issues are.

15

to consider your issues in our decision making.

16

we, after you're done, just moved ahead and didn't

17

even consider your thought, didn't even have a

18

discussion or wasn't even brought forward, would you

19

feel like coming back here and testifying, or would

20

you feel, uh, it's just a waste of time, I don't

21

want to go back and testify?

22

MR. BABSON:

In other words,
It's for us
If

Well, I feel if you don't put this thing out

23

to a law firm and get a second opinion that this is

24

constitutional, I think you're going to have a lot

25

of explaining to do to the taxpayers come next year
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for the elections because I think this is going to

2

cost an awful lot of money defending this thing.

3

think within 30, 60, 90 days of the Mayor signing

4

this thing, if it goes through the way it is,

5

there's going to be five lawsuits.

6

going to be hiring the outside law firms, you know

7

what they do, hire the outside law firms.

8

will be the law.

~

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And then we're

Thank you, Mr. Babson.

See, it

Thank you for

your comments.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

12
13

I

Thank you.

Kent Smith, followed by Juanita Charkas.
MR. SMITH:

Thank you, Mr. Chair and members.

My name is

14

Kent Smith.

I'm speaking today as an individual.

I

15

have spoke -- testified briefly on the bill. ' My

16

testimony remains the same.

17

whether there's truly a need for an additional map

18

fundamentally, but more importantly I am now

19

becoming more and more concerned over what I feel is

20

certain influences or attempting to polarize the

21

community on this issue rather than having the

22

community work together for the long-range future.

I am concerned over

23

I am a developer, but I have the interests of

24

the community at heart along with a lot of the other·

25

developers.

I think long-range planning is the
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right direction to go, but I think it needs to --

2

you're headed in the right direction, but you need

3

to really make this work intelligently.

4

therefore maybe there is a number of areas that

5

still need further deliberation and consideration.

6

A lot of good points have been raised by members of

7

the public.

And so

8

I -- Secondly, I am -- am concerned as a

9

developer of affordable housing on urban growth

10

boundaries impact on the affordability.

11

concerned as a creator of communities where people

12

live on the impact that would have on the -- our

13

island, this County as a whole, if all growth is

14

deemed to be only reasonable and affordable if it's

15

centralized and condensed.

16

community that puts people of all socioeconomic

17

means throughout our entire island community is very

18

important.

19

aren't carefully thought out, you could be

20

compartmentalizing individuals of different economic

21

means.

22

I am also

I think a comprehensive

And if these urban growth boundaries

I think there is a number of areas of concern

23

and potentially flaws in the bill that need to be

24

further considered.

25

think a once-a-year review is reasonable.

A couple specific things:
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it's certainly important that any member of the

2

community, certainly property owners, should have a

3

right to that review.

4

important that the bill have some time frame for

5

that to be resolved.

6

process for a long time, I have seen numerous

7

occasiohs where a matter that you would think should

8

be resolved timely can go on for years once you have

9

got into the review process.

But I think it's also

Because having been in this

So if you're going to

10

review it once a year, then it ought to be resolved

11

in six months thereafter or it's deemed to be

12

consistent or whatever so that it can't be

13

manipulated against the property owner.
I think also there needs to be language in

14
15

this bill that addresses errors made by government,

16

not just consistency, but actual errors in maps,

17

which is an issue that I had brought up previously.

18

Those matters should be the responsibility of

19

government and it should be reflected and could be

20

reflected in this bill so as not to impede a

21

property owner in his legitimate right to develop

22

his property while he's being challenged with

23

correcting an error created by government.

24

MR. RAATZ:

Three minutes.

25

MR. SMITH:

Or is impacting his timeliness of his
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application.

I think that's very important.

Lastly I would too suggest that there be some

2
3

additional third-party professional help brought

4

into the planning of the map, of the legality of

5

constitutional legality of the bill so that there is

6

not special interest'people influencing one side or

7

another.

8

viewpoint from outside.

9

going to tell us how to do it, but it would be

Get a very objective, dispassionate
Not saying that they're

10

helpful to this body in making a rationale decision

11

on the end result of this bill.

12

to further consider this bill and not pass it out

13

today.

14

Thank you.

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you, Kent.

Any questions?

15

Therefore I ask you

Seeing none, the Chair is

16

going to try to run through this before we take a

17

recess.

18

Charkas, followed by Joe Bertram, III.

19

MS. CHARKAS:

I have five more testifiers.

Good afternoon.

Juanita

My name is Juanita Charkas,

20

and I am a concerned Maui resident here to speak in

21

favor of an amended Bill 84.

22

the bill is in the right place in seeking to clarify

23

land use so that everyone knows what is and isn't

24

acceptable development.

25

become a sprawling, unorganized mass of development,

I think the heart of

No one wants to see Maui
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but most of us don't want to hamper all development

2

by adding another conflicting and confusing layer of

3

land use designation.
I am in favor of the proposed amendment to

4

5

Bill 84 that would resolve inconsistencies in zoning

6

and general or community plans in a timely manner by

7

allowing landowners to seek the Council's review and

8

resolution of such conflicts within a certain time

9

frame of the request.

This would benefit not only

10

the landowner, but also the citizens who elected the

11

Council to implement the community's land use goals.

12

Please pass a bill that will resolve confusing

13

conflicts in zoning and the community plans.

14

will address the communities' desire to put Maui on

15

the path toward well-managed, intelligently planned

16

growth.

17

have come about due to these conflicts and alleviate

18

the resulting tax burden on all of us who are so

19

fortunate to call Maui home.

.It will avoid the types of lawsuits that

Thank you for your consideration.

20
21

This

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Questions for Juanita?

22

you very much.

23

Maui.

24

MR. BERTRAM:

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Seeing none, thank

Joe Bertram representing Bikeways

Thank you.
Followed by Hans Riecke.
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MR. BERTRAM:

My name is Joe Bertram, III.

I'm with

2

Bikeways Maui, we're also called Greenways Maui now.

3

First of all, I would like to commend Charmaine

4

Tavares as well for her Herculean task in really

5

going out to the community to try to craft something

6

that can fix this process.

7

that what we have come up with is something, though,

8

that basically rearranges the chairs on the Titanic.

9

We still have a process that is flawed in two ways

10

Unfortunately, I think

and it's in two things.
First of all, it's the process and the

11
12

product that comes out of it.

13

still -- as it is written is not open.

14

13-member CAC in each community and these 13 members

15

are the ones who vote on all of these various things

16

within the. community plan amendments or whatever

17

they're making.

18

decisions for 1,500 in each say -- or 15,000 in the

19

sense of Kihei.

20

The Kaanapali 2020 is a good example of an open

21

process where it's collaborative and consensus based

22

and they come up with a plan that everyone agrees

23

on.

24
25

And the process is
We have a

This is still 13 people making the

An open process is much better.

It's not voted on, it is just agreed on.
The recent WTC where they are redesigning the

World Trade Center was -- also involved hundreds,
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hundreds of people, and they still came up with a

2

plan that everybody supported.

3

involve many more people than 13 people on a CAC and

4

in the collaborative process, not as a voting thing.

So it is doable to

The second thing is the product.

5

Now, the

6

product that we're going to come up with again is

7

based on zoning and right now won't even let us

8

implement Smart Growth.

9

want to do because the zoning won't allow us.

We can't do the things we
So we

10

need to actually come up with one map, one map that

11

basically does it all.

12

lists of cultural sites or that we want these

13

types

14

these parks, we want to put in parks, let's put them

15

all in.

16

where these

17

sites are, where everything is, where the schools

18

are going to go, where the neighborhoods are, where

19

the community centers are to be, put it all on one

20

map.

21

what we're trying to do.

22

start with the open space.

23

space design.

24
25

That instead of a series of

we want these bike paths in or we want

Let's put in these bike paths.
cult~ral

Let's put

sites, where the historical

Get rid of the zoning because zoning impedes
And then basically you
We come up with a green

They're doing this allover the country.
There's a conference coming up

i~

October that is
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going to show how" communities do this, how our open

2

space is not only all around us, but needs to be

3

within our community and connecting our community to

4

the natural areas and the parks.
And then just to address the affordable

5
6

housing thing, if we just enforce the current

7

community plan which says that affordable housing

8

needs to be everywhere, in every single project,

9

then that eliminates that, the idea of it being a

10

problem.

11

place.

12

LURF talked about that, too, that here you have Ewa

13

with an urban growth boundary, but it made sense

14

because it was comprehensively planned and it was

15

specific.

16

MR. RAATZ:

17

MR. BERTRAM:

We need to just put it in every single
I agree with what you were saying,

Dain~

So

Three minutes.
So in conclusion, we need a specific plan.

18

It needs to be specific in the sense of the

19

facilities put in, the types of buildings, the

20

community design all needs to be made by the

21

community and needs to be done in a widespread, open

22

process that's consensus based.

23

start with our open space.

And we need to

Thank you very much.
"-

24
25

CHAIR NISHIKI:
you.

Questions for Joe?

Seeing none, thank

Hans Riecke, followed by Thomas Welch.
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MR. RIECKE:

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my

2

name is Hans Riecke.

3

also for the Maui Chapter of the American Institute

4

of Architects.

5

I'm speaking for myself, but

As architects we have always looked at

6

planning as an important thing, so we -- we see in

7

this plan the chance of doing an overall plan for

8

Maui that is a guide

9

the community plans.

not a law, a guide to doing
We feel that it is very

10

important that an overall review is made, an overall

11

plan is made for all of Maui that addresses water,

12

you know, infrastructure, drainage, all the things

13

that are Countywide that are

14

looked at.

15

It should become a guide.

that need to be

We don't believe it should become law.

16

And Mr. Foley has already stated that if

17

there is a map that is -- comes out of this and

18

there probably would be a map, that this map would

19

be a composite of all the community maps.

20

that's really the way to go.

21

the community maps or plans are -- and they, in my

22

opinion, become law, and that's the only part of the

23

maps that -- of the plan, I mean, that will be law.

24
25

And

I think we need to

The other point we would like to make is we
are three years behind in revising the general plan
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and community plans.

2

ten years plans have to be revised by Charter.

3

we're still.-- you know, the year it should have

4

been done was the year 2000.

5

is:

6

the general plan community

7

committee at this time?

8

84 to pass?

9

And this is by Charter.

Every
And

So my question here

Is there a reason why we have not empanelled
or, I mean, advisory

Do we have to wait for Bill

That's a question.

I have another question, that is, a statement

10

was made that this bill would preserve agricultural

11

area, and I would like to know how that -- this bill

12

would do that?

13

think even if you have urban growth boundaries,

14

which we believe is not the right way to go, the

15

agricultural areas, anybody can still do

16

agricultural subdivisions.' Am I wrong?

17
18

Can anybody answer that?

Because I

Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

Thank you.

Any questions?

Seeing none, Thomas Welch on

20

behalf of himself and several clients, followed by

21

Sean Lester.

22

MR. WELCH:

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, members of the

23

Committee.

24

in.the paper and sometimes here that this debate is

25

a question of anti development versus pro

The debate has been characterized both
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1

deve lopm ent.

2

tryin g to dera il the proc ess.

3

h~r

4

don' t think that that is an accu rate

5

char acte rizat ion of what 's going on.

6

does n't accu ratel y portr ay the testim ony of, for

7

exam ple, the repre senta tive of the larg est lando
wner

8

in our Coun ty or any of my clien ts that are invo
lved

9

in this or have an inte rest in this.

That the pro devel opme nt force s are
And Barb ara Long in

very vivid view point on Sund ay state d that.

It certa inly

10

Our -- Most of the peop le I repre sent who

Ii

have discu ssed ,it with me feel that Bill 84 is
a

12

good idea.

13

proc ess and flush es it out, make s the proc edur
es

14

clea r, gets the notic es prop er, gets the righ t

15

peop le invo lved is good for every one.

16

is good for every one.

17

I

Anyt hing that stren gthe ns the plann ing

Good plann ing

The probl em, howe ver, is in one part icula r

18

tech nica l part of this bill, which I think is
a

19

terri ble flaw.

20

artic ulate d very clea rly by testim ony when you

21

liste ned to Mike Fole y's testim ony and Daren

22

Suzu ki's testim ony at the begin ning .

23

very appr opria tely said the zonin g has got to
be

24

inco nsist ent with the plan beca use the plan is

25

plan ning .

And the natu re of the flaw was

It's look ing 20 years out.

Mike Foley

So you'v e got
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1

And

I think he said most

2

of the prop ertie s are going -- they 're going to have

3

inco nsist enci es.

4

plan and the gene ral plan have the force of law and

5

you can' t do your -- deve loper , build on your

6

prop erty unti l you reach cons isten cy.

7

exac tly in a nuts hell the probl em here .

8

terri bly conc erned abou t it.

9

abou t it a long time.

Daren , howe ver, said the comm unity

And that 's in
We are

We'v e been conc erned

It alrea dy exis ts in the SMA

10

area , in the subd ivisi on area.

11

his char acte rizat ion of the rule is corr ect.

12

20.80 B.20 , part of the rule says, in effe ct, all

13

adm inist rativ e actio ns by Coun ty agen cies shal l

14

confo rm to the prov ision s of the gene ral plan .

15

And I think Daren in

I don' t have time -- three minu tes is an

16

awfu lly shor t time for this, but I don' t have time

17

to go throu gh exam ples, but one of them was state d

18

today , Pete Mart in in his view point on I gues s this

19

morn ing had a good exam ple.

20

exam ple wher e A&B could come in and ask the

21

plann ing -- excu se me, the Land Use and Code s or the

22

Publ ic Works for a build ing perm it to build a ligh t

23

indu stria l plan t on the land that he is tryin g to

24

get rezon ed from ag to ligh t indu stria l.

25

adm inist rativ e agenc y has to confo rm to the gene ral

There was anoth er
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1

plan , there i 13' ~.

2

enti tled to that build ing perm it.

3

zonin g, you'v e got --

4

MR. RAATZ:

Three minu tes.

5

MR. WELCH:

Than k you.

6

Now, you'v e got

What we have done is we have prop osed a

7

coup le of sugg estio ns.

8

the Coun cil just befo re

9

hear ings.

And I have subm itted them to
befo re the star t of the

And it does two thing s.

It takes that

10

secti on and inste ad of sayin g each agen cy will

11

confo rm, in its adm inist rativ e actio ns I'm sayin g

12

sugg estin g that it say that each Coun ty shal l take

13

all reaso nable steps with in the scope of thei r lega
l

14

auth ority and with reaso nable prom ptnes s afte r the

15

adop tion of the gene ral plan or any amen dmen t to

16

carry out the imple ment ing actio ns, blah , blah , blah

17

and it goes on.

18

The secon d thing is I have sugg ested that the

19

rules shou ld be chang ed to affor d a lando wner who' s

20

subj ect to conf licti ng desig natio ns a reaso nable

21

proce dure with a reaso nable time frame wher e he can

22

come in, ask the Coun cil to make it cons isten t.

23

if they don' t act with in, say, a 12-m onth perio d,

24

then the cons isten cy is deem ed resol ved at leas t for

25

the purp ose of that lando wner being able to go
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1

forw ard and

2

cons isten t with the zonin g.

Tieects to do on his land

3

MR. RAATZ:

Four minu tes.

4

MR. WELCH:

That 's all I have .

5
6

9

Sorry I talke d

fast.
CHAIR NISH IKI:

7

8

Than k you.

Than k you.

Any ques tions ?

Seein g none , Sean Lest er,

follo wed by Char lie Jenck s.
MR. LEST ER:

Good after noon , Mr. Chair man, memb ers.

I

10

want to thank Mr. Welc h for poin ting out a poin
t

11

that I think is pret ty conc ise.

12

have had plann ing direc tors who have exem pted,

13

push ed off huge numb ers of acres to deve loper s
for

14

futur e pote ntial , for poss ibili ties of maki ng
mone y

15

five, ten, fifte en years down the line .

16

thing s are kept on the book s, mayb e they 'll deve
lop

17

it, mayb e they 'll deve lop it a littl e bit, but

18

they 've got. them there .

19

with othe r deve loper s which are peop le that have

20

proj ects that are ready to go righ t now.

21

mess here , a tota l mess .

22

For deca des here we

Thos e

That has cause d probl ems

We have a

Now, afte r revie w and discu ssion ther e's

23

seve ral poin ts which seem to be impo rtant at this

24

time .

25

gene ral and comm unity plan s; two is the need s
for

One is the leng th of time for revie w for
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1

maps of our

2

the nece ssity of urban grow th boun darie s.

3

comm unity plan s, and, three ,

One thing I want to say is guid eline s don' t

4

do the job.

5

here in the Coun ty, othe r plac es, we have laws
on

6

the book s with big teeth that neve r get enfo rced.

7

If we have guid eline s, they 'll get push ed aside
.

8

Comm unity plan s have been a grea t thing for a
long ,

9

but it isn' t liste ned to.

10

We all know that.

State as well as

That 's the troub le.

We can all tell our curre nt proc ess isn' t

11

effec tive.

12

Maui that is some times mast er plann ed by the large

13

lando wner s with out our know ledge of thei r inter
nal

14

long -rang e plan s, and many times by smal l deve
loper s

15

as each tries to bring thei r land purc hase s to
a

16

sella ble real ity.

17

devel opme nt drive n not by the over all plann ing
whic h

18

has gone into the comm unity , but by indiv idua l

19

inve stors and thei r need s.

20

Deve lopm ent afte r devel opme nt occu rs on

What we get is a hodg epodg e of

To be fair to every one, I can unde rstan d why

21

in the past deve loper s have gone throu gh every

22

loop hole poss ible.

23

defin ed powe r to the gene ral or comm unity plan
s and

24

as such they were large ly igno red.

25

seen as an impe dime nt to devel opme nt ideas of
what

Ther e has neve r been a clea rly

Thes e plan s were
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1

was to be buiiE

2

the deve loper s are the de facto plan ners of Mau
i's

3

futur e rega rdles s of what was on pape r in the

4

gene ral and comm unity plan s.

5

and for Maui .

In essen ce,

I can defi nitel y unde rstan d today why they

6

are up here sayin g the thing s they are.

7

this is some thing -- I am 51, and at age 80 we
could

8

stil l be deba ting this.

9

inter estin g poin t.

And also

Howe ver, ther e's an

I belie ve that every one shou ld

10

be repre sente d by you as our Coun cil, inclu ding

11

deve loper s, but the deve loper s are only one voic
e,

12

the AlA is only one voice in many that make up
our

13

islan d comm unity .

14

and may pay more peop le to show up at your offic
es

15

every day, but this must be weig hed by the

16

over ridin g will of thous ands of Maui vote rs who
have

17

voice d thei r decis ion in the last elec tion for

18

chan ges in the old land use polic y, vote rs who

19

expe ct a new balan ce and cont rol for the plann
ing

20

proc ess.

21

The deve loper s may be the loud est

This is what we charg e you with today .

We

22

are askin g you to pass this bill out of Comm ittee.

23

We'r e askin g for a bill with urban grow th

24

boun darie s, conc ise maps for our gene ral comm
unity

25

plan s, and a three -yea r time for amen dmen ts to
these
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plan s.

2

The botto m line is when you leave this

3

discu ssion phas e and end up

4

you' re going to be givin g to us hope fully soon ,
will

5

you give us cont inuit y in our plann ing proc ess?

6

Will you stop the unco ntrol led grow th --

7

MR. RAATZ:

8

MR. LEST ER:

9

CHAIR NISH IKI:

10
11

12

~ith

some thing that

Three minu tes.
Than k you very much .
Any ques tions ?

Seein g none , Char lie

Jenc ks, follo wed by Lucie nne de Naie .
MR. JENCKS:

I hope I'm the last one.
Than k you, Mr. Chai r.

Mayb e not.

I was here mayb e six

13

mont hs ago and said then that I thou ght that the

14

bill was a good bill.

15

out to the Plann ing Comm ission s, and I want ed to

16 .

tell you today that I supp ort the recom mend ation
s

17

from the Maui Plann ing Comm ission to you with rega
rd

18

to that Bill 84; name ly, the amen dmen t issue , also

19

the requ irem ents for subm ittal for appl icati on
ito

20

amen d, those were taken out, and also the idea
that

21

if ideas were put in the gene ral plan , they woul
d

22

actu ally have to imple ment an ordin ance to

23

effec tuate those idea so ther e's no false

24

expe ctati on like we have in some of the comm unity

25

plan s we have today .

It is a good bill.
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1

keeps comin g up, and I'm

2

hand ing out throu gh David here a coup le of maps
.

3

Thes e are not tota lly corr ect, they were done very

4

quic kly, but the idea here is to show you a coup
le

5

of thing s.

6

was done by Daren , which was quite good , I heard
a

7

coup le of thing s with regar d to the gene ral plan

8

map.

9

Land Use Comm ission boun darie s.

10

Durin g the Powe rPoin t pres enta tion that

I heard some parc el spec ific.

'comm unity plan map.

I heard State

I heard the

I heard expa nsion land .

Okay .

11

Well , the maps I just hand ed out -- this is a map
--

12

that is part of the Kihe i Comm unity Plan area .

13

of the issue s that he talke d abou t

14

over laid on this map.

15

Comm ission boun dary which defin es urba nized area
,

16

cons erva tion, rura l, agric ultur e.

17

comm unity plan map boun darie s and desig natio ns
on

18

this map.

19

desc ripti on on this map.

20

for expa nsion land , which is the ag land mauk a
of

21

Piila ni Highw ay, which isn' t so diffe rent than
the

22

west side of Maui .

23

zonin g.

24

there may be inco nsist enci es that we have talke
d

25

abou t and Dire ctor Foley has said and we all know

a~e

All

on this map,

We have a State Land Use

We have the

We also have a parc el-by -parc el
We also have a prov ision

We also have on this map the

The comm unity plan dist rict is zoned .
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1
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that there are some,t~ lnco
nSls tencl es betw een what the

2

comm unity plan says and what the zonin g code says
,

3

but the plan area is zoned and you have to reco
ncile

4

those inco nsist enci es throu gh the devel opme nt

5

proc ess.

I

6

•

So the ques tion is:

With all of this on a

7

map, do we need anoth er map?

8

grow th issue , why do we need anot her map to tell
us

9

what we alrea dy have righ t here?

Exce pt for the urban

It's all on one

10

map.

11

grap hica lly, that 's how they can comm unica te from
a

12

polic y text poin t of view .

13

pers pect ive as a plan ner, you don' t need anot her
map

14

to comm unica te what you'r e going to do in the

15

gene ral plan .

Plan ners do map s,tha t's how they comm unica te

16
17

20

From my

Than k you.
CHAIR NISH IKI:

18

19

It's all here .

Than k you, Char lie.

Any ques tions ?

Seein g none , Lucie nne de

Naie , follo wed by Pete r Mart in.
MS. DE NAIE :

Aloh a, Chair man Nish iki and memb ers of the

21

Coun cil.

22

part icipa te.

23

some of the meet ings that Charm aine held .

24

were livel y and I think that there was a good stron
g

25

cons ensu s there that there are thing s that reall
y

Than ks for this oppo rtuni ty to
I am one of the peop le that did atten d
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needed to be addressed in our planning process and

2

thus the long process of coming up with something

3

that is going to like at least take us to the next

4

stage.

5

I

agree with those before me who say that

6

this bill may have its imperfections,' most bills do.

7

However, I think that we need to maybe argue less

8

about the nits and ticks of this and look at our

9

long-term goals here, what goals we are trying to

10

achieve.

11

community and one of them is the quality of life in

12

our community.

13

One of them is a sense of place in our

Now, we can continue on the way we're going

14

and maybe everyone on the Council thinks that's

15

fine, but I think we see that with the planning

16

process we have now, if we went in the same

17

direction where we have just sort of a suggestion of

18

what would be and not an overall plan for the

19

County, but just chunks of the County in each

20

community plan, that we're likely to end up pretty

21

much in the same direction we have in the past.

22

mean, if someone has other information that we

23

won't, that would be gladly entertained.

I

24

The issue of affordable housing is important.

25

And I do agree with those who say affordable housing
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1

belongs

I live in a mixed neighborhood.

2

I have a very affordable house and I live next door

3

to mansions that sell for millions of dollars.

4

Doesn't help my tax bill, but I choose to live in a

5

little affordable house and many of my neighbors do

6

as well because that's who we are.

7

possible, but I think what we're going to see is in

8

most popular areas like Maui affordable housing

9

needs a little social engineering no matter whether

These things are

10

you have no urban growth boundaries, some urban

11

growth boundaries or all urban growth boundaries.

12

We're just a very, very popular area and land values

13

escalate whether or not we want them to or desire

14

them to or legislate them to.
So having lived half my life in California

15
16

where I saw small towns combine into one long

17

sprawling slurb, I would hope that we could do

18

better.

19

different tack

20

what were once villages and small towns have sort of

21

combined into one large metropolitan area and it's

22

heading out Wainee way the same direction.

23

seems to me that we need some solutions here.

24

sure no one here really wants to stand up and say, I

25

would like to see Paia just run all the way to

It seems that Honolulu has taken a
has taken a similar tack where
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Kahului and just look all the same and that's really

2

what we should end up with.

3

way to Wailuku.

4

this board that desires that.

Or Ma'alaea run all the

I don't think there's a person on

So I think what we need to look at is what

5

6

things in this bill can really ensure that we get a

7

different outcome than we have had in the past, what

8

things are almost there and need a little tweaking,

9

and what things, you know, maybe are not necessary.

,

10

MR. RAATZ:

Three minutes.

11

MS. DE NAIE:

I feel a lot of work has been done and we

12

have had a 20-year goal of having a growth

13

management plan, but we haven't pursued that

14

realization of growth management very far along yet.

15

And this is a chance to take a leap.

16

and I hope that God guides you all.

17

CHAIR NISHIKI:

So good luck
Aloha.

Thank you, Lucienne.

Any questions?

18

that

Seeing none, Peter Martin,

19

property owner at Launiupoko, Olowalu, Makila and

20

Kahoma, and I don't know where the other area is,

21

Peter.

It says Kau something.

22

MR. MARTIN:

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

MR. MARTIN:

25

Kauula.
Kauula.

Good afternoon.

I hope I have enough

copie~.

I did fax to the Council members this morning.
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name is Peter Martin.

2

and a landowner.

I am speaking as a citizen

I want to just testify on one item, and I

3

4

believe it's affixed to this conflict.

5

articles in the paper about a viewpoint.

6

belief I have here is -- I thought about this quite

7

a bit -- it's a matter of trust.

8

really trusted you folks, and I wrote that in the

9

paper, to think about these laws and to debate them.

10

I wrote two
And the

The citizens

Not to delay them, but to debate them.
I wrote, the laws that you pass do affect our

11

12

lives and that to think about the consequences now.

13

It's -- When I say it's a matter of trust, it's like

14

when you take your car in or your computer in and

15

this guy fixes it, you might not know anything about

16

the computer or the car, you trust this man to fix

17

them.

18

to take your time and do a good job on understanding

19

this bill.

We're trusting you folks, and you know this,

And the point I am making is that the

20

21

community plan and the zoning, of course, will

22

differ.

23

they differ.

24

180 acres there that's ag zoned near the airport and

25

its community plan is industrial.

And there's two -- two examples of when
One is, for example, A&B's property,

That's the normal
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1

course of things, the urbanization

2

other situation develops when you have property that

3

might be residential and is zoned open space and

4

park and the community plan -- I mean the community

5

plan is open space and park, and it's zoned

6

residential.

7

government, and I am proposing a way, I believe, for

8

government to fix that difficulty.

9

better way, but I just said I would try to come up

10

land.

The

This conflict was created by

There might be a

with one.
And I hope you can read along with me.

11

It's

12

just two sentences.

13

property where the zoning is inconsistent with the

14

general plan or the community plan, the County

15

Council shall take the necessary action to resolve

16

the inconsistency not later than 12 months following

17

the written request of the landowner.

18

County Council shall fail to take such action in 12

19

months, then such. action shall be conclusive that

20

the provision in the general plan or community plan

21

is deemed consistent with the existing zoning.

22

MR. RAATZ:

23

MR. MARTIN:

It says, in the case of any

Where the

Three minutes.
Okay.

I stated the reasons down below.

I

24

hope you will focus on those.

25

lawsuits and it will protect the real property tax

It will avoid the
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base.

2

has been taxed according to its zoning, and when you

3

read the -- this ordinance, it sounds like it should

4

be taxed according to the community plan.

5

the case, we maybe should ask for a lot of our taxes

6

back at Olowalu because we've been paying 88,000 a

7

year on a piece that's community -- most of it's

8

community planned park, so we should straighten this

9

out.

10
11

Because right now you'll see property that

If that's

Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

Thank you, Peter.

Any questions?

Jim Smith will be our last

13

speaker unless there is anyone else that would like

14

to sign up.

15

MR. SMITH:

Chairperson Nishiki, members of the Planning

16

and Land Use Committee, my name is Jim Smith.

17

is a very important moment for this Committee and

18

for our County.

19

importance of it.

20

for many years, and I would suggest at this moment

21

that really the question that is before you does not

22

involve a planning process, it involves a political

23

process.

24
25

This

We must take care and recognize the
I have listened and participated

And that's what we're involved with.

And when someone says that the death by
politics is to be considered regarding this bill, I
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1

take the other position that this is life.

2

the only way somebody as insignificant as a citizen

3

can have a meaningful participation in this process.

4

This is

In 1992 Citizen Advisory Committees were

5

appointed and they took an existing community plan

6

and they reviewed that plan and came up with

7

recommendations.

8

the citizen from this direct response to the

9

community plan and by ordinance changed that the

In 1994 this legislature removed

10

director of Planning should present to the citizens

11

of a region a recommended revised community plan.

12

So we were removed one step further.

13

were most effected politically removed one step

14

further from meaningful participation.

15

The people who

And now you have a bill with you that is

16

going to move the people of a region yet another

17

step further.

18

bill should be filed on that basis alone.

19

in this bill a creation of a General Plan Advisory

20

Committee that's going to look into my region with

21

two members appointed from the region, is going to

22

decide where urban growth is going to occur, so you

23

have taken me a step further away.

24
25

To me, that's wrong.

It is a political process.
responsible for applying the plan.

To me, this

The executive is
The budget every
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1

year has a community plan item in it with a

2

progress -- a projection over years where the money

3

will go.

What has the executive branch done?

4

Nothing.

They are responsible.

5

legislative directives.

6

we, the people, were put further because of our

7

insignificance away from this meaningful

8

participation, this Council enacted an ordinance

9

that said subdivisions must be consistent, must be

10

consistent with the community plan and other laws.

11

What happened?

12

that a subdivision as a condition have a Community

13

Plan Amendment.

It is not our

In 1994, the same year that

One director rejected or required

14

MR. RAATZ:

Three minutes.

15

MR. SMITH:

He was replaced by a subsequent director who

16

failed to require that and took that requirement

17

away while it was on appeal.

18

in the planning process, it's a conflict in the

19

political idea that we are to be governed by law or

20

by the discretionary decision of an appointed

21

political official, or elected.

22
23
24
25

This is a conflict not

So I would say to you, please, file this
bill.

Thank you very much.

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you, Jim.

Any questions?

Bob.
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COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

No question, but I would

2

been here two hours.

3

recess.

4
5

CHAIR NISHIKI:

recess till 3:40.

6

RECESS:

7

RECONVENE:

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9
10

Yeah.

we've

I would like to request a

Okay.

We'll take a 10-minute

Thank you.

3:31 p.m.
3:43 p.m.
Meeting please reconvene.

Anderson, followed by -- Excuse me.

We have Moana
Moqna Anderson,

followed by David Chenoweth.
Those of you that are wishing to speak, we

11

12

are having public testimony, you can take your

13

conversation outside.

14

MS. ANDERSON:

Thank you very much.

Good afternoon, members of the County

15

Council and Mr. Chair.

I won't be able to entertain

16

any questions, thank God, I am late for a funeral.

17

I would love to see you folks really debate

18

the merits of this bill.

Thank you to Charmaine for

19

working very diligently and to the County Planning

20

Department.

21

seen over the years where actually the Planning

22

Department is attempting to plan something, and it

23

would be really nice to see

24

any means.

I have read it.

25

questions.

But I would love to see this body really

This is one of the few times I have

It isn't perfect, by
I have a lot of
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1

work at it and make a go at it.

2

The one thing I thought of for years at the

3

Planning Commission was -- and I wasn't as educated

4

as those who are planning professionals.

5

you've got to give them credit for something.

6

different than being a politician.

7

school to plan.

8

things.

9

not even as a professional, as a lay planner, I wish

Really,
It's

They go to

People go to school for different

And I used to remember thinking to myself

10

we had some lines that were drawn.

This is not a

11

difficult concept, but it is a concept that should

12

be worked with.
I will speak to a couple of issues in

13
14

particular.

Do not assume that the drawing of an

15

urban growth boundary will eliminate affordable

16

housing.

That is erroneous.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

MS. ANDERSON:

Okay.

Dain, it's not

I have never said it will.
All right.

Also, don't completely

19

torture people who are up here.

20

am used to speaking in the public, but a lot of the

21

public is not.

22

not going to come up here if they're get tortured to

23

death, feeling like they can't just say their piece.

24
25

It's different.

I

And the people who watch TV, they're

As a nonprofessional planner, I can say that
somewhere at some point a line should be drawn.
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1

This is a theory that should happen or else we

2

should be prepared to look in the next 40 years like

3

Oahu.

4

know that's what we want to look like.

5

something?

6

can't be a beautiful rural community, sort of rural,

7

sort of city, and you can't be -- or total city.

8

It's going to cost.

And there's nothing wrong with that if we

Yes.

Will it cost

You can't have everything.

You

Things do cost money.

Just so you know, nationwide the housing

9
I

10

rates have just gone through the roof.

11

just a Maui issue.

12

nodding his head because MEO is working

13

diligently

14

diligently on trying to put their heads together on

15

how to make affordable housing work.

16

news for you, urban growth boundaries aren't going

17

to kick it out the door.

18

perpetuity.

19

growth boundary.

20

This isn't

You know, Tom Blackburn is

not this body, MEO is working

And I have

It needs to be planned in

And it can be planned within an urban

There are probably issues that are a bit more

21

complex from reading this and thinking of it for

22

weeks and not knowing, but I will leave that to you.

23

But I say don't toss this bill because it's

24

because people are blatantly saying outside of this

25

line is no good and inside is no good, that's not
(
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1

true.

2

MR. RAATZ:

Three minutes.

3

MS. ANDERSON:

So this last 30 seconds or so, work with

4

it.

Don't make assumptions that housing prices will

5

be completely out of line.

6

line.

7

look and make some attempts.

8

this bill just can never be amended?

9

Can you not implement something and it can never be

They're already out of

But decide how do you want this island to
Are you saying that
Is it just so?

10,

changed?

Buck's right, somewhere you have to start.

11

There have been mistakes made, but don't also

12

take -- No government body should always say that we

13

can't do anything because of litigation.

14

out loud, I wouldn't do real estate if it was for

15

litigation, which is such a high litigation

16

industry.

17

to litigate you to be afraid to do the right thing.

18

Start with something.

For crying

Don't use the fact that people are going

Start with this bill.

And so I applaud you for the work that's

19
20

being done.

21

done, but please don't

22

MR. RAATZ:

23

MS. ANDERSON:

24

CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

MS. ANDERSON:

There are many issues that need to be

Four minutes.
Okay.

Thank you.

Any questions for Moana?
Aloha.

I can't, I'm going to a funeral.
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1
2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Dave Chenoweth, followed by Dick

Mayer.

3

MR. CHENOWETH:

Here I go.

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Dave, we have a special mike right there.

5
6

Whee.

There you go.
MR. CHENOWETH:

I'll make it quick because I need you -- I

7

want you to deliberate.

My name is Dave Chenoweth.

8

I live on the Lahaina side.

9

damn near a year with my whole everything.

I worked on the CAC for
And I

10

came and was here from time to time through all

11

those matrix things.

12

listen to Mike and you -- you listen to what Buck

13

said and what Moana just said and -- and you pass

14

this thing.

15

up with something to improve it, do it.

16

And I'm telling you, you

And then if there's

you need to come

I am telling you that maps -- if we had had

17

decent maps back then when we were planning, the

18

thing -- the job would have been much, much easier.

19

We were -- we were going everywhere trying to get

20

information and the -- and the State didn't know and

21

the County couldn't figure it out, either.

22

the more maps, the better.

23

And so

Now, as far as an affordable housing go, I

24

don't believe that it's wise to pave over this

25

island to try to bring -- drive the price of housing
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1

dewn.

I think it's wise to' have afferdable heusing

2

by setting it as a prierity like eur infrastructure.

3

If yeu're geing to' have a reasenable afferdable

4

heusing pregram, make sure that the assets that we

5

have like, fer example, water go. to' them befere it

6

gees to' the ether things.

7

price dewn a little bit.

8

preblem that we seem to' be having.

That will help bring the
That may help sO.lve the

9

And I den't want to' go. into' any mere except

10

that I can't believe that the beundaries, whatever

11

they are, whether they're ag er rural er urban en

12

maps den't help the public and the peeple trying to'

13

de planning greatly.
Thank yeu very much.

14
15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

16
17
18

Thank yeu, Dave.

Any questiens fer Dave?

Seeing nene, Dick

Mayer, fellewed by Steve Hae.
MR. MAYER:

Thank yeu very much, Chairman, members ef the

19

Ceuncil.

I gave yeu a let ef testimeny last time

20

that I am net geing to' reiterate regarding seme

21

things that I saw in the plan.

22

th~y're

23

teday a ceuple ef things.

24

yeu will pass the bill essentially as it is right

25

new.

in yeur netes.

I suspect that

But I weuld like to' add
One is I weuld hepe that

Several issues have been 'raised that I think
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1

are red herrings, that really don't have to do with

2

the bill itself.

3

why in each case, but they -- for example, the

4

affordable housing issue, affordable housing is

5

something we desperately need on the island whether

6

we have the urban growth boundaries, where they are

7

or not.

8

the affordable housing problem.

9

is essentially housing that has to be sold below

10

11

I'm not sure exactly motivation

I don't think that's solution to solving
Affordable housing

market cost.
What this Council needs to do maybe with the

12

State Legislature as well is work out a mechanism, a

13

new law that would attack that problem right on, not

14

through this bill.

15

planning process for the County.

16

is a problem that we have that we need to find

17

out -- And I would like to give you an example of a

18

solution that would result once you have the

19

planning process in effect.

20

mentioned the fact'that all these conflicting maps

21

and zoning and community plans, et cetera, and

22

people sometimes have their property taken because

23

it's designated as a park and the County doesn't

24

have the money for the park.

25

This bill is to -- to set up the
Affordable housing

Several people

One of the solutions that I would like to see
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1

the County do that would allow for the better

2

implementation of our planning process is that when

3

a land entity, let's say a company comes in for over

4

5 acres of redesignation, whether it be a zoning

5

change, a community plan change or whatever, that a

6

dollar value be attached to that

7

request~

For example, there are right now three or

8

four or five very big projects being requested.

9

Maui Land and Pine is asking for over 700 acres

10

above Kapalua.

A&B is asking for 130 acres for

11

industrial land behind Costco.

12

is asking down the road for 40 acres in Pukalani for

13

redesignating.

14

redesignation of lands in Makena.

15

if the County said, okay, you're going to get by our

16

action in this room here a 40 million or 80 million,

17

$100 million increase in the value as a result just

18

of our voting yes on your process.

19

could recapture that gain which the community, the

20

island of Maui has given to that company, they would

21

then have the land -- have the money to buy that

22

park land and that open space and those other

23

designations that we as a community all would

24

benefit from.

25

this park land, this would be a mechanism by which

Maui Land and Pine

Seibu is down the road asking for
What would happen

If the County

This would not be a taking then of
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1

this community could improve its future for all of

2

our children, grandchildren into the future.

3

That isn't part of this bill, but what I'm

4

saying is get the bill passed and then set up the

5

various mechanisms, affordable housing, the one I

6

just mentioned, as ways to make this community work.

7

Don't use those things that there's a taking here or

8

there's inconsistencies here.

9

also address, though, is a separate bill,

But what you need to

10

independent from the planning process, on how to

11

take care of the problems that exist downstairs in

12

this building.

13

landowner comes in and says, hey, the community plan

14

says this, the State land use says this, the zoning

15

says this, which one is the real one, and the poor

16

clerk downstairs

When a developer comes in or

17

MR. RAATZ:

Three minutes.

18

MR. MAYER:

-- needs to know how to handle that.

19

You need to set up the mechanism separate

20

from this bill how to take care of that particular

21

problem, and then provide the funds to do it.

22

now the Planning Department and the other approving

23

agencies are way understaffed.

24

money to implement and enforce the laws that you

25

folks are passing up here and the Mayor is signing

They do not have the
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1

upstairs.

2

find a better mechanism to implement the plans, not

3

just get them through the approval process.

4
5

Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

6
7
8
9

And I would hope that we would be able to

Thank you, Dick.

Any questions?

Seeing none, Steve Hao,

followed by Glenn Shepherd.
MR. HAO:

Mr. Wayne Nishiki and Council members, my name

is Steve Hao and I live in Pukalani.

Over the years

10

I have been on the Citizens Advisory Committee in

11

1980 and the one that happened in 1990 -- a little

12

over

13

back at those 20 years that happened, you know, I

14

realize that the -- the County planning was broken.

15

I mean, I get frustrated all the time that we spend

16

going over the community plans and try to -- and try

17

to make Maui a place where I would want to live.

18

in 1992 or '93.

What happens is when I look

Actually, I was from Honolulu and for 40

19

years I moved over here.

And I am thinking to

20

myself, I wanted to move away from Honolulu because

21

I didn't want the sprawl that -- what happening in

22

Honolulu.

23

involved in trying to make planning wise in Maui.

24

And I haven't -- I haven't been keeping up with --

25

with the plan since I was -- I was a -- I had some

So when I came here, I wanted to get
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1

medical problems, but when I noticed in the paper

2

that this Bill 84 came up, I thought to myself that

3

I was going to crawl down here just to make sure

4

that I can lend my voice and say that this bill is

5

at least -- is 'not perfect, but it sure as hell is

6

better than what it was in the last 20 years that I

7

have been on the Citizens Advisory Committee.
And I hope that -- I hope that -- Listening

8

9

over here in the audience, I'm thinking to myself

10

that, gee, I have a -- I get the feeling that, that

11

this is -- this is one army and this is another

12

army, whereas we supposed to be working together and

13

try to make Maui the better place for -- for all of

14

us.

15

between the Councilors and the developers and the

16

people.

17

voted in the last election wanted to make sure

18

that -- we wanted to have some control over how Maui

19

is developed.

20

in the last 20 years we never did have any control

21

at all.

22

But somehow I get this antagonistic feeling

I just want -- and I know everybody that

And right now we never -- we never --

So two years ago when I was in the hospital,

23

I read that Charmaine Tavares had started a plan

24

to -- to make this bill, and I -- Now I can say, you

25

know, thank you, Charmaine, for all the trouble that
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1

you went through taking it to the communities, you

2

know.

3

had -- she had made before.

4

that -- to give you guys aloha and to think

5

carefully about this bill.

6

MR. RAATZ:

7

MR. HAO:

I testified at a couple hearings that she
But I just want to say

Personally--

Three minutes.
Personally, I just think that this -- 97 percent

8

is not perfect, but it sure as hell better -- better

9

than what it was before.

10
11

Thank you very much.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Questions for Steve?

12

coming back -- coming by.

13

care of your health.

Good to see you and take

Glenn Shepherd, followed by Chris Hart.

14
15

Steve, thank you for

MR. SHEPHERD:

Thank you, Mr. Chair, members of the

16

Council.

17

down here because I think he's off base.

18

looking for a perfect bill, and there is no such

19

thing as a perfect bill.

20

United States is constantly being debated and

21

rectified and changed by the supreme court.

22

there is an appeal process involved with Bill 84.

23

I'm going to aim this thing at my neighbor
He's

The Constitution of the

And

Now, you've been massaging this thing for

24

close to two years, I guess, maybe even a little bit

25

more, and it's time to move on.

Remember, Dain,
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1

you're not going to get a perfect document.

2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

MR. SHEPHERD:

4
5
6

It doesn't exist.
Thank you very much.

CHAIR NISHIKI:
the

Thank you.

You can address everything to

Counc~l.

7

MR. SHEPHERD:

8

CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

Glenn, if you could keep your testimony --

I beg your pardon?
I'm sorry to interrupt with you, but I

just didn't want it to become personal.

10

MR. SHEPHERD:

11

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Oh, I did.

I wanted to be very personal.

Chris Hart is our last speaker of the day.

12

If there is anyone else that would like to speak,

13

you can come down and speak.

14

MR. HART:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the

15

Planning Committee.

Thank you for the opportunity

16

to offer positive and constructive testimony on this

17

very important bill.

18

to you.

19

testimony on this matter and as I previously stated,

20

this bill is a positive step toward refining the

21

interface between our general plan and community

22

plan processes.

23

significantly enhance long-range planning in the

24

County.

25

including the incorporation of an islandwide land

I did distribute my testimony

This is the second time I have provided

The proposed bill will

And once the ordinance is adopted,
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1

use strategy with urban and rural growth boundaries

2

as the primary planning tool and clearly stated

3

provisions requiring an implementation schedule,

4

capital improvement element, benchmarks and status

5

reports, Maui County will assume a Statewide

6

leadership role in land use and growth management

7

planning.

8

There is, however, considerable debate as to

9

whether our general and community plan documents

10

should function as visionary growth -- visionary

11

policy documents providing a guide formulating

12

parcel-specific zoning ordinances and maps, or

13

whether they should become strict regulatory

14

documents in effect rivaling and superseding the

15

zoning ordinances themselves.

16

The regulatory approach is near -- is clearly

17

contrary to established planning practice throughout

18

the United States.

19

serves as a guide to attaining the desired community

20

vision with goals and objectives and an

21

implementation strategy of sound land use decision

22

making, infrastructure planning and investment in

23

social services and programs.

24

should serve as a framework by which the timing,

25

rate and location of development can be managed.

Nationwide the general plan

Ultimately the plan
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Zoning maps and zoning ordinances serve a

1

2

different purpose, which is to regulate on a

3

parcel-specific basis the types of uses, densities,

4

and physical characteristics of development.

5

believe that the creation of two sets of regulatory

6

documents will lead to land use inconsistencies,

7

litigation, and will ultimately undermine our

8

planning process.

I

In "The Job of the Practicing Planner"

9

10

published by the American Planning Association,

11

American APA r

12

part as a document or series of documents for

13

guiding the future development of a county or city,

14

and is based upon the stated long-term goals and

15

objectives of a community.

16

adopted, the plan serves as a guide for making land

17

use changes, preparation of implementing ordinances,

18

zoning, preparation of capital improvement programs,

19

and the rate,_ timing and location of future growth.

20

a comprehensive plan is defined in

Once adapted -- once

There are numerous important and unanswered

21

questions

22

addressed prior to making the general and community

23

plans strict regulatory documents.

24

them.

25

MR. RAATZ:

issues and questions that should be

I have listed

Three minutes.
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1

MR. HART:

Okay.

Three minutes.

Okay.

In conclusion, I am confident that the public

2
3

process of designing the islandwide directed and

4

managed growth plan will be a healing experience and

5

that the plan will become a long-term catalyst which

6

restores pride and trust in our Maui County land use

7

process.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

8

9

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any questions for Chris?

10
11
12

Thank you, Chris.
Seeing none, thank

you.
MR. HART:

And I do, again, have the questions that I

13

asked in my testimony.

14

clarification or need any further clarification,

15

give me a call.

16

CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

And if you have any further

Thank you.

Is there anyone else here that would like to

18

give testimony this afternoon?

19

testimony is closed.

20
21

Seein9 none, public

. END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY .

CHAIR NISHIKI:

.

Let me deal with a couple of issues before

22

we move on to the bill itself.

23

got Mr. Mateo that we're going to lose at what time,

24

Danny?

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Number one, we've

.4: 30.
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1
2

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4:30.

We've got a half an hour.

Number two, we've got two areas of concern.

3

The Chair passed out to you Charmaine's informal

4

community workshop minutes in which was requested by

5

Council members, so now all Committee members have

6

this in front of them.

7

Number two, the concern raised by Mr. Kane

8

about the minutes of the Planning Commission in

9

which you just received today you have with you.

10

Number three also that we received was a

11

22-page communication to this Committee by Mr. Kane

12

that was just received ten minutes to this meeting.

13

It is something that you have before you.

14

So right now the question is:

Do we continue

15

on or do we recess this meeting?

16

losing Mr. Mateo 4:30 and I think Mr. Pontanilla has

17

got another engagement at 5:30.

18
19

Because we will be

Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Oh, I'm sorry.

20

Carroll.

21

CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

I'll yield to Mr.

Go ahead.
Thank you, Chair.

First of all, I

23

noticed that we have lost our Corporation Counsel,

24

Mr. Moto, and many of the questions asked earlier I

25

know I think the Council members and the public
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1

deserve to have answered by Corporation Counsel;

2

therefore I'm reluctant to continue at this point.

3

We also, as you have pointed out, have much

4

information that's been given to us.

5

that the Chair could come to a time that we could

6

recess this meeting and

7

period that Mr. Moto and the Corporation Counsel

8

could have time to answer the legal questions that

9

were brought up today and that members will have

reconvene~

I would hope

And in that time

10

time to go over the other materials.

11

staff, I believe there's some research that they're

12

going to have to do.

13
14
15

And your

So I would hope that in light of all of this,
that we could find a time to recess the meeting.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Let me t'ake up first not the

16

questions, but the individual member's schedules and

17

what your feeling is in continuing this meeting or

18

recessing it.

19

thinking that we were not going to get testimony,

20

therefore we could debate this issue today.

21

apologize, but that's the Sunshine law and I've got

22

to -- we've all got to follow it.

23

The Chair made a big blunder in

I

Secondly, the way to get around it now -- not

24

around the Sunshine law, but to get to the guts of

25

this, because I think we have had two meetings of
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1

testimony, is to reconvene on the 22nd.

2

there is a conference towards the end of next week.

3

Does anyone in the Council have a problem

4

reconvening on Monday?

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

recess?

9

so we can look at our calendars.

I know

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane, go ahead.
Can I ask just for a five-minute

That way members can check with their staff
And then I am in

10

full 'support of a recess and reconvening early next

11

week so we can hammer this thing out and move

12

forward with the bill.

13

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

CHAIR NISHIKI:

So I support that.

Any other comments from Committee members

16

in regards to recessing and reconvening next week on

17

a date that you need a recess?

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

Okay.

Mr. Chair.

Charmaine.
I think Mr. Kane was asking for a

short recess so we can get our calendars --

22

CHAIR NISHIKI:

That's right.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

to figure out what our schedule

24

is.

25

can come back and discuss where we want to recess to

So if we take a two-minute one now, and then we
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1

2
3

the next one.
CHAIR NISHIKI:
4:15.

4:15 we'll come back.
(Gavel. )

Thank you.

4

RECESS:

5

RECONVENE:

6

CHAIR NISHIKI:

We'll recess to

4:10 p.m.
4:18 p.m.
(Gavel.)

Meeting please reconvene.

Okay.

7

The problems we have here is with the Sunshine law

8

in trying to reconvene this meeting on Monday, the

9

22nd -- oh, excuse me, on Tuesday at 9 o'clock, the

10

23rd.

11

would be to reconvene this meeting on Thursday, the

12

18th at 8:55 a.m. whereby we can generate five

13

members between the Public Works Committee and other

14

members who may not be there, then recess that

15

meeting until Tuesday, the 23rd at 9 o'clock.

16

will allow --

17

MR. RAATZ:

So the only other way to address the legality

Mr. Chair, if I may.

That

Excuse me, Mr. Chair.

18

Staff would just point out that you can make that

19

official decision on when you're going to recess

20

after Thursday at that meeting on Thursday.

21

probably wouldn't be appropriate to make that

22

decision in advance today.

23

CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

MR. RAATZ:

25

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

It

Got it.

Just at your initial reconvening.
Okay.

I got busted.

But that is the
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1

plan.

Okay.

2

Thursday, the 18th.

3

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

4

CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

Are there any objections?

No objections.
There are no objections.

We'll reconvene

this meeting at 8:55 a.m. Thursday.
Any discussion?

6

7

We will reconvene at 8:55 a.m.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane.

So at that time we can begin comments

8

on like the presentation that we had, the

9

PowerPoint?

10

CHAIR NISHIKI:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That would be the appropriate time?

Yes.
I was thinking we would get into it

12

today, but since we're looking at moving discussion

13

down the road, we'll just wait till then.

14

?:

(Inaudible. )

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No, no, no.

I'm asking about right

16

now.

We had a presentation given today and we

17

haven't had any opportunity to engage the -- on the

18

presentation that we had today.

19

CHAIR NISHIKI:

Right.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

All I ask then, because I couldn't

21

see it, yeah, if I can get a hard copy.

22

for whoever needs a hard copy, if they can get a

23

hard copy, I would appreciate it.

24

we'll engage that discussion on whatever day we end

25

up having the discussion.

I mean and

And that way
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1

CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

Yes.

And -- and -Anticipating Thursday at 8:55.

Right.

And only because today we see

members leaving this meeting at all times.

5

Okay.

To the general public, the Chair

6

apologizes.

7

meeting, but we will deal with this subject matter.

8

I think all Council members, no matter where we

9

stand on this issue, we will come to a decision.

10
11
12

I did a bad job of scheduling this

If there are no other objections, this
meeting is in recess.
RECESS:

(Gavel.)

4:23 p.m.

13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1
2
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7
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